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I

Dies
AIR CIRCUS TO Joe Tucker
TO1Waylon Bazzell
SWANN TO
At Pottertown COLLEGE STUDENT City's Oldest Merchant, SALES TAX
Returned Here,W.S.
TOP IMPORT
WNS SATURDAY Nat Ryan, Si,
HAMBER
DEDICATION
AFTER JULY 1
OF COMMERCE

ThnéiiVae
'MU?,
or
Waylon Bazzell, of the Kirksey
60 years of age,
held Wedcommunity, was returned to Murnesday afternoon at Core's Camp Deattithy Weiser Sinks Unobserved
ray Friday afternoon from DeGround. Burial was In the church and Discovered Several Minutes
troit to answer a charge of houseserve his community and county.
cemetery. Mr. Tucker died TuesFuneral Toda_y,2 O'clock air
breaking and, arson. maws"' -was
'made a-success-in bus-Prom WV-Church; Rows. tressRyan
Dedication Program From dajr-'&sdn gfJffness of 'heart
arrested and returned here in
and eide.4..aanners in a bus- Period
trouble. Kr., Tucker IS-survived
of Grace to Give connection
Miss Dorothy Turner, 19, senior
ViceMotley, Marrs in Charge
10 Till 2; Speaking&
iness way and was liaintins for itio. Time-for-Tait
with the burning of T. 0. Baucum Named
by his widow and six children.
Comm
isTemFrazee
Pres.;
K.
C.
Murray
College
State
drowned
at
10 Till 11
straigh_t
Herbert
MoCuiston,
of
home
the
forward
i bT
uo
siLeyss methods...4
He leaves three brothers, Nolan
sion_
seg.up
Murray's oldest merchant both in
porary Secretary
near Kirksey, Sunday, March 25.
Tucker, Paducah,
Bee Tucker. at 3 oclock Saturday afternoon in
years
and
business
in
Murray.
NetMcCuiston and family were in DeFuneral
services win be conSTUNT PLANES IN AIR
Ropkinsville, J. W. Tuelser, county. Rogers Lake, just Northwest of
troit at the time the home -burn- DIRECTORS TO SEEK
FROM 2 P. M. TILL DARK and a sister. Mrs. Willie Boggess. the college. Miss Turner sank un- Roan. Sr. passed away early Wed- ducted this afternoon at 2 o'clock „FIRST REPORTS AUG. 1;
nesday morning at the Masan from the First Methodist Church.
BILL EXPIRES 2 YEARS ed. The arrest followed the trac- EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
The children are: Ira and Eddie
observed and was not discovered Memorial Hospital.
Mr. Ryan's The Rev. E. B. Motley will be
ing of a gap sold by Benet' that
An air circus will complete the Lee. of Paducah, Alice, Earl, Ronuntil several minutes later. She death was attribuftsd to pneumonia In ,charge of the services
FRANKFORT, Ky.. June 15--- was in the MeCuiston 'home. Bazassisted
Mayor W. S. Swann was unandedication Programa of the Mur- nie and Elva, at home.
was swirnming along with her and complications following treat- by the Rev.,.0. A. Marrs. Burial Kentucky's newly enacted 3
per zell, about 22 years of age, is the imously named president of the
ray municipal airport here Friday.
room-mate at the college, Mies ment for a crushed hand. Fingers will be in the Murray cemetery.
of
and
Bat-melt
son
Mr.
Ora
Mrs.
groan
cent
receipts
tax
law
will
Murray Chamber of Commerce at
June 29. Stunt planes out of InChristine Calhoun, and Darin Cal- on his left were crushed late SatMr. Ryan is survived by two not go into effect until July 1,
dianapolis will be in the air from
a meeting of the board of direchoun swam by her and on to a urday afternoon, June a. at his suns. Joe Ryan, and Nat
Gov.
Ruby
Laffoon.
members
of the
Ryan,
tors Tuesday morning. T. 0. Etau2 p. m. until dark follnaying the
diving board about 35 yards away. store when he tried to prevent Jr, both of Murray, and a
daugh- State Tax Commission and the Atcorn was named vice president'and
dedication program of the mornShe was,:missed after Miss Cal- 'the front door from slammingter.
Mrs.
torney
Don Dumas. He also
General decided at a conK. C. Frazee temporary secretary.
ing and early afternoon.
houn reached the board and did
Mr. Ryan was 82 years of age leaves a stepdaughter. Emma Lee ference today.
From 15 to 18 planes will be
Over 100 attended a meeting
not see her.
and retained his years far better Phillips. He also leaves 'several
Announcement of the two-week iPLAN
here for the dedication
under Weanded in Saturday Night Fight
Monday afternoon of the temp• Swimmers at the pool were than most men his age. ale was grandchildren, Nat Ryan Hughes, period of grace before start of ScMajor John C. Bennett, Jr.. airWM Officers Near square;
organization for the forma-- orary
'notified and Vernard Alderson active physically and mentally C C. Hughes, Jr., Charles Ryan, tual collections of-I-per
port adviser. The event is being
cent. of Led Secured and *500 Raised by tion of the chamber of coramnrce.
Reported improving.
shallow
Jaseph
marched
the
Ryan,
waters
until
the
where
Frank
time
Ryan,
of
his
injury
Lentil;
and
,
receipts
trete
of merchants and -2
sponsored by the Young Business
--Febresery 1; Synod Pleas fee- M.- O.- -W-rether was ehairmaer of
she was last seen and found her handled most of his business un--Crtiers
-Tlyan, and Jilayme Ryan. others affected by the new law
Men's Club Who will have charge
Future Increase.
Fred Brown, shot three time*,
the meeting and T. 0. Baucorn.
submerged
for
was
body.
She
Pallbearers
aided.
will
Mr.
Ryan
be:
active,
would
have
been
V.
C. was made by the Governor himof the program and arrangements is improving in conditibn at the
secretary. The articles of incorpminutes
genie
and
several
think
Sr
of
September
Years
age
P.
5, this
83
self.. Under terms of the new law,
for the dinner for the visitors. Kays-Houston Clinic where he is
Upon the action of the Synod of oration - were presented by - City
St
Trubbl*fie
envan Beale.
t J. D.
D Sexton,
aton
A'
, Ellart
theri collections were scheduled to have 193.3. endorsing the memorial from Attorney "John Ryan and were acThe dedication program will be under treatment Bream was shot .she possibly had a heart attack or year.
Alderson
and.
severe
cramps.
Pete
Lassiter,
and
- Mr. Ryan was a agave of the
E. .7. Beale; honor- started at 9:33 o'clock last night,
short and is planned to take ap- Saturday night about 11 o'clock
the Presbytery of Princeton in re- cepted.. Talks were made by W.
proximately one hour with the when he battled with officers seek- Wright gave her artifice' respira- county being born a few miles ary, W. T. Sledd, Sr., A. B. Beale, when the Governor signed the gard to Presbyterian work among S. Swann and T..0. Baucom.
tion.
E.
Houston
was call- Southwest of
Dr. E. B.
S. Diuguid, Sr., Charley Moore, bill after the Senate approved it
Murray
Sept. 5,
following:
ing to arrest him. Brown
the students at Murray State Colwas ed to the scene. An inquest was
Directors named for the organ1851. He was the son of N. H. Charley Fulton, 0. J. Jennings. and completed legislative action
ArriVal of Planes, 10 a. m.
wanted on two jail break charges,
lege, Dr. William L. Young, gen- ization are: T. 0. Baucom, -TreMusic by Murray State College detaining a Woman against her held by Coroner J...H. Churchill Ryan and Mrs_ Sally Ahn Ryan. B. P. Wear, L. D. Williams, Bar- on it.
eral director of the Department man Beale. W. S. Swann. Forelater in the afternoon.
He left the farm at 18 years of ber McElrath, Alma Steele, Jake
band.
The period of grace was decided of University Work of the Board man Graham, K. C. Frazee. M. 0. will and shoaling and
j
J•vou.nding
Turner
Mayer,
Miss
survived
by
is
her
W.
L.
and
age
Whitnell,
had
been
E.
P.
engaged
as
Phila
Presentation of Mayor W. S. with intent to kill.
on. the Governor announced, in of Christian Education, held a Wrather, J. L. Sharborough. V. C.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charley merchant since about athat time. lips. aril E. B. Holland. •
S enn by W. J. Caplinger, presiorder to allow the .Tax Co'hunis- conference in Murray on the 12th Stubblefield, Dr. C. H. Jones.
Calloway officers, learning that Turner, of two and one-half miles He sereed-sadele-y
ears
as
clerk
in
dent of the Murray Rotary Club. Browfi
sion sufficient nine- to prepare day of December, 1933, with the
was in this section, sur- East of Wingo, a sister. Miss Ru- stores at Crossland and
The membership has been inMurray
Preseatation of
rules and regutations for the law's "officers and members
Robert
-OT the litSmith. rounded the home of Joe Cal- pane
Turner,
former
creased to over 110 although a
student.of.
the
before entering business for himpresident of the Young Business houn and
teedorcement
Church
Presbyterian
there.
and
print
forms
tle
for
officers stated fired at college, and three brother*, Orval, self.
complete
been
check has not
Men's Club and the introduction them
issuance to those affected by the
from the back door when Akron. Ohio, A. J. Turner and
As a result, not only has the made and the money secured has
Oldest Merchant
of the master of ceremonies. Max
act.
The
Tax
Commission already Board made a monthly.appropriethey tried to get him to come out Billy Turner, at home.
and over $3500 is
Mr. Ryan held the distinction of
EP, Hurt,... with remarks by Mr. and
has embarked on its task and dur- tion to assist this church in the I-reached $3200
give up. A party that was in
expected to be in before the week
being Murray's oldest merchant
Hurt Risponse to Mayor's wel- the house
ing the next few weeks is expect- support of its pastor, but another
told officers, the ofcloses. Last week the solicitors
and remained active until his re- Death Came Tuesday at Home ed to be swamped with
come by Mr. Frank .D. Russell, ficials
applies- conference has been projected by
stated. -that Brown had
cent injury. He laid 'clOne busiNear Backusbnrg Following
Lotiftville Board of Trade, and an three guns and
tionk for licenses to operate under Dr. Young, to which Dr. A. B. had reached $2500 with a membisrhad stated he
ship of ninety.
ness in the present location for
Illness of Bright's Disease.
address by Thornton Wilcox. direc- would kill the first
the law.
one who tried
Keeler of the Church Extension
The directors will name a full
over 50 years and had been contor'Of Yeller in Kentucky. LouisFirst
NaReports
Due August 15.
Department of the Board of
to arrest him. The persons in
time secretary within the next
nected_ with the mercantile busFuneral
ville.
services
for
.
011ie
Ed-First
reports under -the law will tional Missions has been invited few weeks. The plans are to
the house are said to have let
iness since the , age of 20 yearn wards, 50 years of age, were held
Visiting planes with Major Ben- by the 'front 'door and
be due. the Governor said. August with a view to the early erectiOn have the organization perfected
Brown got
Otis
Walker. Herbert
Walker, beginning at Crossland where he Wednesday
nett will be in the air from time out with
afternoon
at
2:30
15.
them unnoticed. The
of the first unit of the proposed and working by July 1. Written
Newt Russell Case Set for 28th; also worked in a cotton gin. Prior o'clock at Kirksey. The Rev. Gilto time until 2 p. m.
officers remained at the house for
Tax experts from Kentucky and church plant on the beautiful acre applications are being received by
to that time Mr. Ryan lived on a bert Smith was in charge of the
Baszell Trial Set for Aug 10.
In the afternoon the air circus some time
campus---of the tempori)y secretary K. C. Frazee
and City Policeman
farm, a few miles Southwest of 'services. Burial was at Kirksey. other States will assist in pre- lot, opposite the
will begin at 2 o'clock with a series Lies Robertson
and Burman Parparing the regulations. the Gover- Murray State College. The local for the -position. The board of
Hillman Dyer was fined $125.00 Murray.
Mr. Edwards died at his home
Of aerial gymnastics and stunts, ker pickesi up
congregation already has titre to directors, realizing that ale value
Brown's 'trail .a
In 1874 Mr. Ryan returned 'to near Kirksey Tuessaay following nor said. Chairman stone,g, the
probably
never
witnessed
by few blocks away and shots were on ,-liquor charge in Calloway
the lot, and arnagslitional sum of and effectiveness of the Chamber
Mississippi
Tax
Commission!
con-'
Murray
was
and
connected
county
with
court
Monday and a charge
.1 month's illness of Bright's disPeople of this section before. Pas- exchanged with Brown
$500 has been raised and paid of Commerce will depend greatly
who ran. of
sidired
an
expert
in
the
field
of
the
Head
Hale,
&
Company
having a still in possession we*
as ease. He was a member of the Mt.
sengers will ,be taken up and a He was found in the
ona-Feaartaany4934----home._ of
-th
e-executive secretary chosen,
.-rryer-ptead guillas to elerk where he worked for three .Hebrt church and leaves a host tizes. -It wassagl.kin.ed, 'gilt-real eVeht is lanhed.
he dial Warffeld, officers stated. He was
It now seems askured that the plan to give intensive study and
asked to sit in
when
the
regulayears.
He then went to Texas, of frieh
the charge. Dyer was arrested at
to mourn his death.
will have drinks and eats on the said to have fired from
Aurora Dam near Murray, will investigation to the seleating of
the wintions are studied.
Suryivi
are his widow, li
grounds for vialtors and parking dew of .her horse at the-Calloway the scene of two stills Thursdays remaining there far three years
en - etedtoeugh. it has
not been de- soon be under construction as a the ,man for this ifosition.
ng and clerking and returned
junta 7, each of about 100 aellon
Edimtrds,
space has been arranged for. An officers. He was found
,
mother,
Ittlat
•
- definitely, the Governor
under the capacity, and
The full time executive secresaid. unit of the great TVA project and
20 gallons of whis- here in 1878 and formed a part- Mattie Edwards. and one 90n.
all day atlair is planned and hun- bed with bullet wounds
,_merchants themselves
in his key were taken.
probably this will mean a great inflow of tary of the Murray.. Chamber of
About 1400 gal- nership with- Craddoele Allen -and Raymond. Be also leaves two
dreds of visitors from through- body. He had then two
will arrange a system of applying population and considerable more Commerce will be- named after
pistols, p lons of mash were
destroyed in the later purchased the interest of brothers, Otis and
out this section are expected-to-be 32 revolver and at 32
ra, and four the
automatic, raid.
tax to small purchases so that Importance to Murray. as an in- studying the qualifications of the
Mr.
Allen.
sisters,
Mrs. Dora
here. It is planned to be the Sheriff Kingins stated, both
eY•
Mrs: purchases of 5-cent articles. and dustrial center. Thus, in addi- applications received- during the
empty.
.
,..Served
The
Community
case
of
Herbert
Walker,
Birdie Billington. Mrs. Beulah
_ largest airritort •dedicatiodnirnigra
_Brawn_ was_ _treated Saturdey
the like- will, not be subjected to tion to the field of the Teachers next few days -the directors state,
-Mn -Ryan- served- the eorron
arnalkeriand--tfewt Russell
. Mrs. Hattie -Wt
in West Kentucky.
night by Dr. Fount Russell ,at the
- the tax. The arrangements will College and thenfurray-a
as they are bent on securing the
re-set for Thursday, June 28. The on many occasions although he
sheriff's office and taken to the
with a basic Presbyterian ele- best man possible for this position.
youths were caught at the scene never asked for political °time. KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST provide, he intimated, for this loss
Clinic where an x-ray Sunday rein its population. which unof a still Wednesday, June 6. The ale had, however, served as meth- azywAL BEGINS SUNDAY. 24 to be made up by collecting the ment
vealed that his wounds were not
1 3-cent tax on purchases total- til now has been without denorria
still was in operation and about ber of the city council and Mara
'Knox so serious if complications did . not
inational care, there is a possibility
in
'most $1.
50 gallons of whiskey were taken. ray school board several terms.
A revival meeting at the Church
set up. One bullet passed through
Th 'effect of today's order was of a large increase in the popuHe
was
The
superintendent
case
of
of
Waylon
his
Sunof
Christ
Bazsell,
at
chargKirksey
will
begin
First Lieut. Michael E. Zupko, the body, striking a rib and being
the gross receipts tax lation of the field and a conseday school in past years for a fourth Sunday, June 24. ana con. to
Field
Artillery Reserve . Camp deflected. He was shot twice in ed with housebreaking and arson,
effective exactly two years, as it quent increase in the importance .The Murray Post of tie Amerperiod
was
of
over
16
set
for
years.
August
being
a
10.
tinue
for
Bazzell
two
weeks.
is
The Rev.
Commander since the departure the left leg.
of a chtirch there.
ican Legion plan a real event for
charged in connection with the member of the Methodist .church. Charlie Taylor. Union City, Tenn., will expire automatically at midof Lieutenant Smith, has been reAll_ of; this. makes the recent the Fourth of July eelebration at
night. June 30."l,936.
-brown was in the jail break burning of the home of
Ryan
Mr.
was
always
ready
to
will
do the preaching.
Herbert
lieved at his own request and will Monday
establishment
church
at
the
of
Passage of the is,4es tax through
night of last ve-ek with McCuiston several months ago.
Pine Bluff this 'rear. Committees
proceed to Fort Knox. Kentucky, three
_
the Legislature brougttt from Ad- Murray seem 'providential, and the have been named for various arnegroes, Willie Goosby. Chesthe latter part of the week for ter
cooperation
of 'the Na- rangements and plans are developministration leaders expsessions of splendid
McCuiston. and Jeffrey Bailey,
duty during .the coming enroll- all wanted
is
hope the special session will be' tional Missions Board and the ing rapidly for one of the largest
.on storehouse breaking.
ment period. At the termination Goosby
able to adjourn sine die in a week Board of Christian Education and events in sometime.
and McCuiston have been
of his tour at that post he will caught
their leaders furnish the clearest
or ten days.
and Bailey is still at arge."
731,,leial1 games, boat racing. surf
continue on CCC slay" Iii his
evident* of" the Wisdom of ap- board riding, and plenty of soft
Of the ten points in the call
Brown was removed to the counregor
y
Tells
Willie
Goosby
V.
and
A..
Chester
Mchome state, Ohio.
Lieutenant ty jail Wednesday and
_a:single_
.a_given_field
sessiomaiar
_the
already
MVO -Well
drinks.-- -barbecue and eats wtrlae
is thought Cuiston, Negroes, were returned
Zupko was one of the first of- to be
disposed of. The four remaining onit with all the power of
recovering_ satisfactorily.
on hand. Ed Sears, of Paducah,
here- Birthday morning to face
ficeranta_be ordered to -CCC-duty
_behind
approach.
the
,
T
h
e
c
u
r
Paris,
one are: Passage of the biennial
Mayfield Seek Dam
will bring three fast boats ana
charges of
jailbreaking.
They
and served at 'Fort Knox during
urgen'increas•
committee
Synoa's
appropriations bill, not yet introSite Offices; T. V. A.
entrants from this County and
were already being held for housethe first stages of mobilization of
Prompt
liberality.
ingin
and
the
duced; correction of an act of the
Paris. Tenn.. will be in the boat
Rally al Jackson Fri.
breaking when they ,escape4., tram,
11114...Legisia1ure come& _completn„ seininal cif this. oppor- .reces-zraTite-sase,.ivill.be-rut =au&
jilt' 'hireMtaricriy.
Goosby
this station he was ordered to
tunity.:
"Money for dams ineinded in apMating the offices of Jailer and
standing event this year. There
was taken in Paducah and McCamp Murray December 20 of last
Dr. J. C. Barr is the minister of will be a -morning
propriations passed by Congress.
Sheriff; correction of an error in
A large crowd was in Murray Cuiston In Brookport, Ill.
and an afterC. W. W. -ar:' Gregory."
year as a replacement of Lieut.
the nudist colony bill passed by the the First Presbyterian Church of noon_race this year.
Saturday. one of the largest In Drinkard.
Calvin
Stubblefield,
John Day. Cavalry Reserve, who
This message from Congressman
regular session, and appropriation Murray and, -at present. preaches
several
weeks. Shopping
was Linville Yates and Deputy Jailer
died while on duty -here, He
Gregory to local headquarters al'
of money for acceptance Of the every first and third Aunday at
heavier than in past Saturdays, Albert
Parker
returned
the the Lower Tennessee Valley As
served as Camp Adjutant under
William Lindsay property here for 11 o'clock-in the Courthouse where
merchants stated. The crowd was Negroes here.
Lieutenant Smith and as a reSunday School is conducted every
sociation Tuesday afternoon. as as
a State museum.
orderly with the exception of
Goosby
stated
to the officers received witk-estalwalasn
ward for his untiring efforts and
Sunday at 9:45 A. M.
i.
two fights which occurred on the when questioned relative
to their
contribution toward raising this
A cordial invitation is extended
To be absolutely . isertain that
FRANKFORT. Ky., June 15canrt square and resulted in the break with Fred Brown
The Murray baseball team will
and Jef- funds for starting dews at Aurora
camp to the rank of an honor
Without a single vote to spare, the to all to attend these services..
arrests of Chester Moore and Leo frey Bailey. Negro, that
meet the Paducah Indians here
Brown and three other points in the Tencamp he was designated Camp
Senate today passed the 3 per
Morris, both of the West side af forced him to take the
Sunday afternoon for their first
money nessee valley were approved by
Commander.
cent gross receipts tax bill apthe county, on charges of being from Parker's person
meeting. The Murrayana
were
and that Congress before adjournment MonLieutenant Zupko in addition to
proved last week by the House of
drunk and fighting. The youths - Brown took it frornakirn
rained out in their first scheduled
a few day night, J. A. Olive, acting secwinning the esteem of his fellow
Representatives, thereby writing
fought brothers, sons of adr. and minutes later at the
game at home in the Little Kitty
point of a retary-treasurer of the association.
officers and enrollees made many
!IOUs" te- .Gov, -Ruby L.affoon's
Mrs. Prince McReynolds.
iLeague last Sunday' when they
gun. They stated that they had
friends in Murray and was a conwired Congressman Gregory 'rues '
fight
of-airiere
(tharn_two years to
were to meet Mayfield.
not seen Brown or Bailey since a
tributory factor in promoting the
day for confirmation. Completion
rhake the sales tax the foundaThe - managers are promising a
few minutes after the break.
close relation which no* exists
of the dams will coat $130.600.000.
tion of Kentucky's revenue _am., Survived by L 0. Hutchins, Basel, double header at the admission
between Camp Murray and the
The funds will be for constructern.
, Will Hutchins. Murray; Was
of one game. Tile Murray C. C.' C.
city. .He will be succeeded by
tion of Aurora, Hiwassee, French'
Expains Votes
84 Years of Age.
Camp will
meet the C C. C.
First Dieutenant R. E. Smith, In&sad
and
Pickwick" Landing
Senator Ray Smith, Democrat,
Camp of Clinton in a game at 1
fantry Reserve who Is now disdams. Approximately 165,000 acres
Kentucky-"Conditions have changHutchins, 84. o'clock.
Lucinda
Mrs.
CONGRESSMAN GREGORY
trict adjutant
of -land in the Aurora territery
ed since the elections of 1933. The mother of R. 0. Hutchins. of
Wednesday afternoon the MurYoung Woman Leaves Thursday
The fast Berghoff team. Paduwill be taken ont of cultivation today after a tour of Tennessee changes liaise maaje it neciassarY Hazel, and Will Hutchins. of Mur- ray
nine will meet the Union City
Night; Travelling
Weans= cah, defeated the picked Murray and bought by the government as River cities in this state and in for some
ray.
home
new
the
died
the
form
formof
at
of
taxation"
All-Stars on the Murray diamond.
team in a benefit game Monday
Writes Parents from Jackson.
part of the development project. Kentucky.
Senator
Monday.
Burial
Robert
Hazel.
er
near
son.
Humphries,
Thursday they will go to Union
night 11-8. The game was well --Mayfield
Mew:Jena.
Mayfield. Ky., headquarters for Democrat. Mayfield-"I am more was in the Hazel cemetery Tuesity for a return game.
Miss Fairs Dunn, 18 years of played and
pleased the largest
the:-lower Tennessee Valley Au- convinced thaw ever that it is a. day afternoon with Elder Scott,
Buck Magee. 57 years of age, age, disappeared from the home number of tans that have attended
JACKSON, Tenn.. June 19--iThe thority, is also making a fight for bad bill .
. It is a Republican of Lynn Grove, conducting the
Mrs. the games here. The event was auditorium of the high ,school will administrative offices.
(colored) died at his home in Pa- of her parents, Mr. and
job."
services.
&yeah Tuesday. He was a former MunseyaDsann, eight miles South- very attractive to fans due to the be the scene of the TVA rally
F. M. Allen. president of the
She leaves the two sons, seven
resident of Murray Litii had been east of Murray between Hazel and fact that it was a benefit game, here at 2 p. m. Friday. according Henry County TVA Clue with
LEXINGTON, Ky.. June 20-A grandchildren and quite a number
living in Paducah for the past Providence. Miss Dunn retired as first intra-city game, and the to Mayor Taylor.
headquarters at Paris. will head suit seeking to have the new Ken- of great grandchildren to mourn
Prof. F 13. Mellen, instructor at
several years. Funeral services usual and was missing when the Murray team was a picked team
All city and county officials of .a delegation to Jackson Friday to tucky gross sales tax law declared her. passing. She had been a
Murray State College. left here
of outstanding players from all West
were conducted Wednesday after- family arose Friday.
Tennessee have been invited confer with Dr. H. A. Morgan and unconstitutional was filed in Fay- member of the Primitive Baptist
Thursday to attend the funeral of
Mr. Tuscon. a travelling sales- teams in the league.
noon at Murray.
to the rally, which will feature David E. Lilienthal, members of ette circuit Court today by four churoh since early childhood She
his sister. Mrs. K N. Baldwin. who
The crawd was estimated at addresses by
man, wrote the family Sunday
David E. Lilienthal, Use TVA commission,
Lexington residents.
was
well
known
for
her fine. died Wednesday at Donors.
stating that the girl was in good 1,000'-iftd" the receipts totaled power director of the
Penn.
TVA, and
On Tuesday night the Henry
Bringing the suit were W. H. Christian character.
Misfortune has followed Mr. Melhealth and that he took her
annraximatsay__
Dr_ 11.-- J. -Morgan, snember--€4-County- elsa. WrialK11- *way -from Laugher,: 'editor' of a beet -tabThe Icalowiew ansuidsons. soar
len- -far the hest --rwu yed.
Humboldt to Jackson. and that he being clear for the benefit of the authority.
the lower TVA association to loid newspaper; 11. M. Pinson, a as pallbearers: Charley Lynn, CorMay last year his son was alined
tried to persuade her ,to return family of Mrs. Rosa Russell. who
A luncheon will be given the make its own fight for the dam radio dealer: Eugene Brown, a bett.' Bryan, and Cloys Overcast.
in a motorcycle acciden.
The Murray city, council set the home. She told him that she was lost heavily in a recent fire.
His
speakets at New Southern Hptel site.and administrative offices.
-confectioner and Mrs. L. D. Early. Geo. Hughes. and John Ross.
*1k was injured seriously In a
' tax rate at their nieeting last Fri- going farther and it is believed
Adult fans contriticitea . nicely at -which business
and civic leaders
Paris
is
basing
on
fight
the
its
car wreck on their return from
. 5 cents with 75 by the parents that she will go' to for admission. Those on the gate of Jackson
day night at 0
wilt be -Present.
grounds that the city has ample
FRANKFORT. Ky.. June 20We always like those people who a vacation. and
cents going to the general fund relatives in
another sister,
Arkansas. Sheriff stated that many gave a quarter
office facilities .in modern- build- Opinion was divided among at- are kind to dogs and hones.
Elearter Perna' Mullen
and 20 cents to the sinking fund. Kingins was notified of her disap- and some gave as mucki.w„a
,a, maven
dol- • fahlitia. Tosen..dame l9---A-'fight ings, its .central location to the torneys at the capitol today whethactress known as Marnha Maddox,
Other regular
business of the pearance and made Investigations. lar admission for two.
to locate the Aurora Dam in 'Ten- dam, good highwayn_tanking and er enactment of the three per cent the 100 legislature.
°Nicht com- died May 2, last year
council was attended to and claims No reason is known for her disnessee' and establish. administra- business facilities and excellent gross receipts tax act repealed the ment on the question
wee. not
were allowed
Head the Cleasified Column.
appearance.
tive offices in Paris was revealed schools, Mr. Allen - said.
graduated gross sales tax law of available.
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Those primal viers:
th-seellful thane. ;411e1 tirlaceno.
s- 2ossad.m.ltaf 34.M.AIR
...KAN'of -ibh..se•Medditi&-"1.. _set,grofftearm."- me
-11....41AAOr. and Mrs. Gossett Bekna se •
the happiness was that the; were gowned- in white net over and pink blooms.
, Alpe 13.
Me."
Caledonia, Minn.. Mr. and Mrs only other child of Mrs. McCuis. lavender and blue respectively and
The welcome eddrele wea, given
"The bride approached the altar
The bride, who was given la
B. N. Delete. Mayfield, and .meni- • ton.. Mr. and Mrs Beckham Mc- carried arm bouquets- ' Miss Mary to the strains of the !Bridal ahore marriage by her uncle, Judgev'T., by Mrs. Washburn, president of the
bag of their families.
eirtston, of Chicago, couldn't be Margaret HTátd of Murray, Ky.,
us' from %+:01.19nhirizt:: Riated by W. Ilan& wore an Imported, Model Benton club with the—rename
with them. Mrs. McCuiston or cousin of the bride, served, SS Mrs Harriet Ullman, organise, who of white shadow moussejth fash- being given by Mrs. Leslie PutH. And P. W. Club
"Aunt" Mollie as most everyone maid-of-h000r. She wore a lovely alow.
played ,the Mendelssohn 'Wedding ioned en train, With a,/lehite pic- nam, of Murray.
--Have
'
cans her, was IS years of age and ereation of yellow ; chiffon, with March for the recessional.
The program was:
ture hat. Her showee bouquet VMS
she received several nice gift, pitcure hat and
accessories to
Mrs. J. Fie!l had clparge of the
"John Westervelt, tenor. send 'I of Talisman reser and lilies of the
The B. and P. W. Club had a She was the recipient of a
devotional and gave a talk on
nice match and carried an arm bou- Love You Truly' and '
At Down. valley.
picnic meeting last Thnrsday after- gift Saturday from her soir in quet-. of yellow gladioli
espy for this pare should be eubecittted not later theit-TiladocK7
Garden of Prayer".
and larks- ing' immediately before the care.
Her siorter;;Miss Marian MOH- "The
noon on the lawn of Mrs John Chicago.
afternoon each week.
pur.
Mr. Loren Putnam sang, "1 Can.'
rath, who/ served as maid of
Keys, West Main street, with Mrs.
not Always Pace the Way."
"The bride, dressed in conven-Immediately following the cer- honor, yore a Chanel model of
G. B. Scott, Miss Erie Keys, Mrs. Gregory - Keever Wedding
Mrs. J. C. Barr, wife of the Prestional costume of white satin prin- emony a reception for fifty guesis blue mouaselin de sole with pink
Illagesereesi-Beale '
Smith. Miss Katherine Paschal B.. F. Berry and Mrs. Cleo Gillis
Here
cess entrain, with veil, and orange was held at the GNAW WSW accmiories. The matron of honor, byterian minister of Murray, gave
Magagresseat
and other friends.
Beate_ hosts.
Regular business
very spiritual and inspiring adMiss Mary Helen Gregory and blossoms, was given in marriage 1437 Sixth street. A gesdredimt.01
R. C. Cockroft, wore a Lima- a
Mr. and Mrs. M. Mortensen. of
The bride is a daughter , of of the club -was brought up and
dress Her subject was. "The Gargown of yellow. Both carried
Iowa, announce the engage- Albert Bradley. of Puryear and is several visitors were present in- Wilson R. Hoover were married by her father, W. R. Holland. Mr. pansies was used in deeoration of
den of the Mind".
ment of their daughter, Marie one of the most attractive young cluding; Miss Bittiah Elliott. Tul- Friday evening at six fifteen at Chester Shields. of Memphis, serv- the living and dning mina ,
na arm bouquets of Talisman rows.
Mr. Putnam then Sang, "The
RAY
R F Pregary
ed
man_
beat
as
large
several
a
is
Brown
"
.
"
-----Thlistine. to Will Moore Beale of ladies there. Ilk.
as
sa, Okla_ and Mrs. Alheizn.
officiating.
Gregory
Rev.
Mr.
and
"The
flowers,
Rev. A. W. Lasaiter, preWashington n. C! Mr Beale is son of Mrs. Leona Brown, of as. and Mrs. Inez Sale, Minpeapoman and the ushers were Mr.
The benedicition Wits given by
Mrs. Charles B. Collins attended.
"Following the short honelmoon. John C. Melina* of Murray, Ky.,
siding elder of M. E. church, and
the eon of ligrs. Jack Beale. and Hazel, and is employed at Baxter hs.
Mrs. J. BelL
Mr.
connected
who
Hoover
is
close friend of the family, read the Mr. and Mrs. Brown wile Bite at Mr. Stanley gelllowell."
members present were:
the line Jack Beak, Jr., of Murray, Clark Furniture company, MayMr. Doyne __Lamely sefueskiniente •
_
were se e
nsi-tita_CCIC cands..-at.
Mis.zeremorty
street ,
. _
--Xentnef-- --- -•••-- -.-.----------..— *--tteletIfiriii-noCk,
'
--Mrs.--R: id- -Pollartc- M%. B.
Mitchell, Mr.
Benton women.
ipory department. it a
"Mrs. Brown's nuMher is Owner Dseekkaresei-end-Pagr. B. 0. Toler. by the
The marriage will take place I Mr. and Mrs. Brown are at- home Wear, Mrs Clifford Derm,Mes.
541
Pri
'
iner- and t.iPd01
•••• •
Skiershidr-coursetio well's "To a Wild Rose". of the newspaper saf LaCenter and
to their triesidi -af.301 West Water BUD Doran. Miss Katie Martin.
late in August
Following the ceremony, the Party Invitations- Mass Mortensen is well known street, Mayfield. Ky.
e
Misr Emma Helm, Miss Roberta ty, serving Mr principal of Aurora
"Miss Holland received her de- the bride, who ,Was a student of bride's mother entertained with a
24
,
"
11
Jettison, Tenn.., reception at the Peabody for the
here havens been a member of the
•It
listnah. Miss Clara Manner, Mrs. high school.
gree from Tennessee Teachers Col- .Lambuth
Mkt Heaver Is the daughter of lege
Murray 'College faculty for two LYies-ReMaing
John Keys, and Miss flee Keys, and
and attended the Bohlmann has written, or its columns since members of the bridal party and
Invitations to the party honorMarriege
years in the home economics dethe hosts. Mrs. B. F. Berry, Mrs. Mr. and Milt J. R. Gregorp,of Gil- School of Music in Memphis. Mr. her graduation. She also num- out-of-town guests.
Mrs. McEl- ing Mrs. George Gatlin, of Corpartment She was active in afG. B. Scott, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hea- bertsville. She has been a timeher McDill attended school In Mem- bers amens her accomplishments rath wore white chiffon with a vallis, Oregon, and Mrs. Raymond
M.
Thomas
and
Lyles
Mrs.
Mr.
Marshall
schools,
county
and
of
at,
a wit:limed soprano voice. hav- broad trimmed white hat, and a Pearson. Nashville,
ter. and Mess Erie Keys
fairs at the college and in the
.9449have
announce the
present is a student at Murray
ing udied vocal during her sever- shoulder bouquet of pink roses. been recalled by Mrs.
• racial life of Murray and made a of Brewers. Ky.,
W. S. Swarm
"They left immediately after the e)
marriage of their daughter. MaurState
College.
,visits with her Santa Monica The bride-groom's mother, Mrs. because el the death
Mrs. MeCalstes Honored On,
host of friends here.
of Mr. Nat
ine. to Mr. Nathaniel Rushing of
_Immediately after the.,ceremony ceremony .for a trip in the , east ister and brother-in-law.
Bartbday
Mr Beale has been in Washing0. /1. Booher, wore white triple Ryan, Sr The party was to have
Park, Tenn., on- Thursday. June
Mr. and Mrs. Hoover left for and Will be at home in Virginia
"Brown is the son of a' well sheer dress and hat and a shoulder been Friday afternoon
ton. D. C. for several months
the twenty-first at six o'clock in ,. Friends and relatives of Mrs. Memphis and other points -south where Mr. Meatil, is connec
known Bay district family and is bouquet of gardenias and red
where he has a position with the
with the A. & P. GI
:
beery Wx
the morning. The weddfrie took 'James C. McCtiiston, of Buchanan. They will reside at Murray.
a leader in the Detdolay work of gladioli.
Additional Society on Page Three
Home Owners Loan Corporation.
salers.
place. at the Brewers Methodist Tenn., surprised her Sunday, June Young Women Enjoy Outing
.
•
• • • • •,
Southern California. He is past
and
Mr.
reception
Following
the
Church. The Rev. T. Lyles. broth- 10, with a birthday dinner.
A number of young ladles came
master councillor of the Santa Mrs Booher left for a wedding
Breillsy-Brevni
er of the bride, officiated.
At 9:30 o'clock people began through Murray late Friday after- Miss Mildred Wear W.
Monica Dedimlas and is a mem- trip. After July 1 they will be at
Nuptials June 9
In California
coming in and Mrs. McCuiston. noon reporting a day well spent.
ber ofis Legion of Honor."
Miss
Mary
Leona
home in Nashville.
Bradley,
Mrs. Welts Pardom
who had been very sick for about They had traveled all day and in
A recent issue of
nta Monica.
dirtighter of Albert Bradley, of
Mrs. Sootier was graduated from
Hest
Calif:,
six
weeks,
their
newspaper
visited
tour
said
the
she
arried
thought
the
folthey
Ancient
""Li,. BOOMMO
Ptuyear, Tem., *aid- Mr. Irvin A.
Peabody College in Nashville, and
lowing
were
announeeinant
Buried
at
coming
Wickliffe, Ky. Picwhich will
City
to see her because
Brown, of •Mayfield, were united
for the past four years has made
Mrs. Weal, Purdoin was host
FOR ALL KINDS SHOE
in marriage by the Rev. Hobart to the sewing club at her home on she had been ill, but finallY she hires were made to be used in be read withAnterest in Murray,
The following item clipped from her - home
Memphis, Mr.
in
saw_ someone bring in a basket the future as means of recalling where the ,bride has many relREPAIRS
Miller, in Puryear Saturday. June West Main street .Thursday aftera recent issue of the COmmercial Boober lived in Meniphis until he
()Ogled and she caught the sig- the events of the day. The day atives. She is a niece of Miss Met9.
Appeal, Memphis, Tenn., is of wife recently transferred to Nash- The best of leathers expertnificance. At 11:30 o'clock a long ended with a swim in Peggy Ann tle Wen/and Mr. H. P. Wear:
Attending the
interest in Murray, where Ilk.,ville.'
ly handled, giving you the
wedding
were
Thou. present were:
table was placed on the lawn and Spring near Hardin.
"The/Little Chapel of the Dawn bride formerly lived. 4he is a
Mr. Ralph Paschall. Miss Dorothy
Mins basiree Beak, Mrs Zelna loaded
best in shoe work.
was/the scene of another elabo- relative
with good things to eat.
The group included:
of the McElrath and .Weer Misoliseep Society Goes
Cartar,•10gs. R. W Churchill. Mrs.
Sixty-seven were present at the
Miss, Etna Arnett, WES Modell ratd wedding this week-end. Miss families of this city:
Ladies Heel Taps
Ta
10c
Mrs. Jack Kennedy, noon hour
and several other came Miller. Miss Mildred Swann, Missvjdildred Wear, daughter of Mrs.
The wedding of Miss Isabel MeLinn. Mr& Roy Farm- in
the afternoon, making a total Chettie Rogers and MU. ()pa Ada Wear of LaCenter. Ky.. and
The Woman's Illusionary Society
OPPOSITE LEDGER &
Elrath, daughter of Mrs, J. P. MeWells Pordom.
Leonard Brown, son of Mr. and Eleath,
of 78 guests.
Rogers of Lynn. Grove. and
tommar lausimg. amides valise. mai
• • • • •
TIMES
of NasInillet to' Mr. Rich- of the Methodist church were
• -.Ile
Maw Lisiiesset
'
Mrs. Jess W. Brown, of 2813Z,Sixth ard
Taira Wending were**.
White of Beata
Melvrtee Sootier war- solemnwieweistai as env -reek Ole
17*into -For----- --weeded.
street. Were married there at eight ized at 3:30
Mr. and Mrs_ Stonewall Freedos beliebeg • stew ar-aelawfllesarts
o'clock last night at
Visitors
calemiliaa anal man qmiddl. yawls
o'elock Saturday night, June 2, in the
land and daughter, Modelle, Mr. lielland-MeDill Wedding /
Bellevue Baptist Church with
freaa dims waialsa=
Mr.
and Mrs. Welts Purdom and Mrs. Otho Freeland and
backadia mut luelnew
The following item tasted from an exquisite setting Of pastel the Rev. De. R. G. Lee officiating.
were hosts to relative. -Friday ev- deughter, Elizabeth.. Mr. and Mks.
Sara Liaiamaa Mkg- sepi fat
the Commercial App; and Lex- flowers and candlelight
The attar
was banked
with
Maland-Hart Drug Co..
ening with a fish fry and outing Noble Freeland and sons, Dalton
"The ceremony was performed palms
ington papers will
of interest
and fern and was lighted
Drug Company.
at PW5,..•13:uft•
And Joseph. Mr. and Mrs. Fred here where the bride has often by the Rev. Frederick W. Hatch. with
arch candelabra. Floor basWillis. daughter. Estelle. Mr and visited in the he* of her grand- D. D.. in the presence of several kets
of regal lilies and white
•
Mrs. Marvin Adams, Mi. and Mrs. mother. Mrs ,,K G. Holland on hundred guests. Mrs. D. V,. Gladgladioli were placed at intervals
1 9 26
se
ish.
Orval Farley and daughter, Laura West Poplar,
the
bride's stater; was her on each side of the altar.
street:
Mae, Mr. and Mrs. Allan Lax and
•
Jesse
"One of the most elaborate social matron of honor, while
Preceding the ceremony Mrs. 0.
children. Donald and Charlotte. events of die season was the wed- Brown, the groom's brother, 'served F. Soderstrom,
organist, and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphus Arnold and ding
y afternoon. June 12. as best man. The ushers were an- Stanley Armstrong. vocalist, gave
other
brother.
daughter,
Russell
Brown,
and
Virginia;
Ms.
and
Mrs.
of
Ivy McKissick Holland
a program of nuptial music, in--Edd Holt and children. William and
harles Hemphill McDill of Don Davis.
Hays. Avis, and Elizabeth.
"The
bride
was
in
charming
her
Cl'.ton Forge. Va..
Mr. and Mrs Hardeman Bucy.
The rooms of the Holland home gown of white satin. made prinand
children, William
Edwin, were throrni together to afford cess style with puffed sleeves and
John Paul. H. G. and Bettye I
The newest shades of the
space for the large number of a shirred ruffle at the neck. The
cgene.'Mr. and Mrs Wayne
highest quality hosiery.
friends invijd ,to vritness the cer- dress was -floor length. Ti,e. long
Vd.41 lijoa
in_ halo ply,t
Cuiston, Me. and sere
Cuistnn. Mr. and Mrs.
"An improviped altar of South- around the head and fastened with
McCiiiston. and son. Bob
Grey, ern smilax with tall floor baskets orange blossoms.
Mrs. Vergie McSwein.
-Mrs. Gladistes frock was blue
Ervin of pink gladioli and the candelaFarris, and children
Edelwueis
bra with lighted tapers made -a lace over pink satin. The bride
Mary Inez.. Imogen
Wanda Lee. lovely setting for the scene Pre- carried white gardenias, orchids
James Lowell, L
Evelyn. and ceding the ceremony, a lovely and pink roses and sweet peas.
Ruth. Mr. T. A.
'The altar and chancel rails of
and children, musical program was given. Mrs.
A REGULAR $1.19 VALUE
Seethe Mae.
line, and Stone- Chester Shields. of Memph:s. Term., the chapel were beautifully decwall, Mr. an Mrs. R. A. Farris, sang "A Birthday."
Miss Elizabeth orated with regal lilies, Douglas
SHOP WITR•US----Hazel. Ky
r and Mrs. Cletus Randolph, of Murray, played a gladioli and white stock. with
No
. Benton. Ky., and violin- solo, "Idyl in Arcady",
Mrs.
tinith
ra we° -Randal Lee, ---11101Tlar N-okli- IqUeletilIV---or
Memphis.
Josep
Paul. and Billy Ervin.
sang "Calm As the Night''. Carrie
Glynelle Holt Mr. James Jacob Bond's immortal "I Love
La b, Edward Tins, Mr. and Mrs. You
Truly" was sung as a duet
C. McCuiston, Trevor - and Wil. by Mesdames Shields
and NuckMcCuiston. Miss Opal McCuis- oils
Miss Mamie Gridner, of
ton. Master Oswald Kirkland.
to help you defeat Old Sol this summer. We can
Covington, Tenn., presided at the
Those who came in the after- piano. All these
young ladies were
now give you economically the very best service on
noon were:
dressed in afternoon gowns of
all wash materials. No added cost for the most
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Morgan, Mrs. Pink
and blue and wore corsages
complete service. STAY COOL DAILY ...ECONC. M. McNutt. Mrs. Grace Adams.
of pink roses andsweet Peas. .
OMICALLY.
Mrs. R. D. Simpson, Elmo danoCarnelia
Huntsmen and
way. Waylon Gambit. and Paul Miss
Mary Jane Yarbro. of LexHopkins. Misses Norene and Do.
with the manner in which the public has accepted
ran
Adams, Regema Rye and
car
the FRIGIDAIRE line of refrigerators.
Strength 411111r
LBachel Jackson.
- All were eritertaliled--rir- the
Our sales have been v.ery satisfactory and
afternoon with music and singing
Here's her own account of hoer
compliments many. Come in to-see them.
furnished by Miss Estelle Willis.
Mrs. T. W.flattlin, of Greer, BAT.;
Noel and Wilson and Trevor Mc- was benefited by taking Cardut Cuistnn, Othn Freeland, Fred Wil- "1 suffered a great deal4rom weaklis, Noble
Freeland, and• Mr. ness in my back end jeans in my
e
sw
Wheelee.Mecuishitt. .
ikle and felt so ==lb
All left in the late afternoon writes. '•f-festlor
Lowest first cost-a;c1
expressive many good wishes to &led to try it. I felt balky alter
— iTetrer—t-han
-TO miles
Mrs Mectneton for her a speedy I took my first bottlikaikkinIti-sin
per gallon. .NO OIL EVER ADDED..
=as I felt atiolt a need of
The weather will never bother you in a clean,
recovery and majiy More happy
and It helped the so
shapely suit of. linen, seersucker, or other light
birthdays. .
much."
wash-mateilals. And they are so fitting and suita.
Everyone spent a .pleasant and
Thamarailla of MIMS MOW adide
happy day. especially enjoying the Mediated telei• n it ens set bong*
ble
for stuffy sultry-days.
WU. wenn a Panidea

11.,Ima I ,,speets,-.9fivi,,i,g.
11111
.
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Chevrolet Leads for

‘VERY SPECIAL

I

1 927

1928

ALLEN-A HOSIERY

PAIR

FARMERS

79!
N.50

2 PAIRS

1931

We will give in exchange, 32 lbs. Flour
andlbs.—Bran for
good Wheat. Also free
deposit.

Now Robert T. Nichols

1933

LYNN GROVE
MIWNG CO.

1

-1Viirray Atercanti!
l-f- U).

-1932-

I 93€....

New Equipment Added

1

Year In -- Year Out

We're Pleased!

More people buy Chevrolets than any
other make

Built Up
By Taking

These Outstanding Features Make
Chevrolet the Leader

-Laugh at the Sun

"WHY MELIA, DONT THE
ICE TRAYS STICK:

1.

in Cool Clothes

Economy

2. Dependability.

June Clearance!
JUNE.22 TO JUNE 30
J. E.

irrrLEToN & CO., Hazel, Ky.

Everyone knows CHEVROLET'S record for
this.

We have installed equipment to our plant to enable us to give better work on wash suits and can
give you the very best service in Murray on these

3. Performance

garments.

Eighty miles per hour; knee-action wheels.
Eighty horse-siower, shockless steering.

OUR SERVICE IS A COMPLETE ONE

4. Beauty

Your garment is measured When we receive it
to assure that it is returned as received in size.
When properly cleaned, they fetain their freshness longer and are cooler.

The finest looking car on the road. A car
you are proud to own.

•

MARKET Prices_
During These Eight Days of Bargains

aZfilaPiz.
;41"
Automatically—at a finger touch—ice trays glide from
the freezer of the Super Series Frigidaire '34! And he are

REMEMBER THE SALES TAX GOES INTO

AutorOatic defrosting; Lifetime Porcelain inside and
eat;Sliding Utility Basket; an0,,the Frigidaire Sezvashelf-

See Circular for FREE.OFFE,R on Friday
and the many bargains listed -

Nor is that all! • . . doubleHyarator capeity:interu
.
lighting: faster freezing, and extra room for tall bottles.
Will you come.kin and 3#4 ivliat'sloppened in electric
refrigeration?

EF-

FECT JULY 1—BUY NOW!

some of the other features:

!

No

And now you can buy a Chevrolet Coach
as low as $495 F.0. B. Factory'

ONE DAY SERVICE... IF DESIRED
WASH SUITS,any kind
WASH. TROUSERS
WASH TIES

50c

NOW IS THE TIME TO TRADE

25c
10c

Farmer-Purdom

MERCHANDISE CHARGED at SALE PRICES

Buy before—Tay 1 aria aThe Sales
- 'Fax.

JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO.
.0"&p..toffice

ddr ewe.:

Location

J. E. LITTLETON & CO.

Murray, Ky.

P=imr

re:weee-

Merchandise Offered BELOW

711dietiliessdiestiellieterid-ae- = - •

WEST MAIN STREET

;448HteneewaisieL.:••-•-• s.

-•".- • • -

•••1wa • 7-WINNININswWwww,
• w•ea

Motor Co., Inc.

;HAZEL, KENTUCKY

...••••••••
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MURRAY, KY.
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Pashinenta were served
on women.
•-* • • •
diem.

i to the party honorMe Gatlin, of Corm, and Mrs. Raymond
ashville.'11E:- have
d by Mrs. W. S. Swarm
the death of Mr. Nat
The party was to have
• afternoon.
Society on Page Three

• Cathe Lee Clark Circle
Meet'

NORGE

WHY

P kGE ThREE

*e.-..

Mr. And Mrs. W. S. Swann
Hair Guests

and Mr and Mrs. R. R. Hicks, Jr
were us Webster county this week
visiting Mn, and Mrs. S. Hicks.
parents of R. R. Hicks,.Sr.
Sam Dobbins and daughters.
and the Flee. Bow Witt, of Oklahoma, were in Hazel last Week
visiting the families of W. D. Kelly and Misses Mollie and Anna
Hill.
-•
The Rev. J. E •Underwood and
family of Paducah were here last
Therseley 'visiting in the home of
T. L. Underwood.
The Rev. W. A...Baker -anti Mrs.
Baker were calked to Dyer. Tenn..
this week on as-comet scif the sits
-fteret-of. their daughter, Mrs. Hattie
Watson.

which supper was served. Sam
Boyd Neely, assistant superintend
ent of the Sunday school, assisted
his father in the entertainment at
this class.
•
Miss Libbie James Entertains

South -Howard Nine
Loses Puryear Tilt
The -South Howard nine vars.
defeated by the Putyear outtt,
12-11 last Saturgersafternoon on
the Tennessee diamond.
On Saturday afternoon, June 23.
the Tennesseans will meet the

Miss. Libbie James, teacher of
the young ladies at the Baptist
church, entertained het- class at
Mrs George Oury Gatlin and her
the gro% of the church, near
daughter, 13,41es Eleanor Quey, arHazel, last Wednesday. The class
rived Wednesday from Corvallis,
was entertained with music awl South Hisward aggregation on the
of
sister,
games A delicious course of ice latter's diamond. X closer game
Iggp. W. S. Swann. Mr. Gatlin has
cream and cake was served_ This is expected in this tilt as the game
_retail% ed much recognition recently
class is composed of the following last week was the curtain roll&
s seeinise of a new book 9f verse,
members. Misses Lame Wisehart, for_both teams.
'lime Must Wander" and as reOrtitnat
ne. CerTha 1Wai
received
Armstrong. Marelle Orr, thine!
abroad as the result of an article
Erwin, Elizabeth Erwin, Willie
on. -Cooperative Marketing'', His
hirs.jcshn _Hensel. cif Camden.- Ora 1
#ascediel, Ruay--sPeell Hatehete--family -will be gractoruity WeilittietieW
tenn., is visiting her sister-in-law.
Ruby
and lavishly entertained in his
Herndon
and
Roberta
Mrs. T. M. Marshall. - and Mr. smith. n
home to.
ted —
Marshall.
Mrs. M. R. Wilson Visited her
Group Enjoys Tennessee
brother, Morris Caldwell, in Murton. Mrs. Odie McDaniel. Mrs: ConOuting
ray, last week.
rad Jones, Mrs,..,Lohn Wells. Mrs.
On Thursday, June 14. E L.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Mayer left
H. I. Sires& Mrs. Alitrey Ross,
Jackson and little daughter. Lo- for Logan, W. Va.Monday
Showing Monday and Tuesday at„the Capitol
The following patients were'adfor a
Mrs. Raleigh Myers, Mrs. Freemon
rene, Mrs. W. A. Flippo and chil- visit of two weeks with friends mitted
Fitts, Mrs. Joe lrvan. Mrs. Lube
to the Wm. Mason Hospital
dren,
Iron
children.
and
Macel, Dorothy, and and relatives.
Martha
Frances, Broach, Miss LaNelle -Siress, Miss
during the past week:
Veal. Mit. Ernest Jones, Mrs. Carl
Jessie
Charles
motored So the State Fish
K., and Anna Mary Wash- Annie Mae Jones, Miss Mary CathSam Bruce Jones and Claude
Mrs. Annie H. Young, WilliamsKingins, Mrs. Charles Mercer, Mrs.
am, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Waters erine Irvan, Miss Catherine Pur- Hatchery of Tennessee and spent Wilson will leave Tuesday for the burg, Ky.; Billy
Susie Brazzell, Mrs. Hal Hicks.
Jean Jackson,
•
om, Miss Jane Melugin: Messrs. the day with. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse district
conference of
M
E. Murray; Bobby Holt Cayce. Ky.;
Mrs. Barber Mcprath. Mrs. Al- and son. Robert Lee.
White and other members of the Church at
Hai
daughter
s,
Mrs.
Chester
Everett
Ward
Outland,
Manleyvi
Howard
lle.
Tenn., Dr. 0. B. Irvan, Murray; Mrs. W.
vis Outland. Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
T. L Empson family.
where they will be examined for T. Jackson, Peryear; Mrs: J. R.
Mrs. Rudolph Thurman'. Mrs. Pete Marine, of Michigan, Mrs. Jessie Brumbaugh, Charles Mellen. _Ed
At
Smother
goon
man,
a
Hazel,
of
bountiful
hire
Novel
Prank
license
Kirk,
to
picnic
J.
preach.
C. Calhoun, J. R.
Belew, Lexington, Ky.; Mrs. P. Z. KENTUCKY and TENNESSEE'S
Williams. Miss Ploy Rumfelt., Miss
McReynolds, near Lynn Grove, Williams; Gerald Petway, Pogue lunch was spread on the bluff at
Chas. Smith and family, of Paris. Barton, Murray; Frank Shatter,
Irene Jones, Miss Lourelle Hour•
POPULAR CREAM
the
north
couldn't
side
present.
be
of
This
was
the
Outland,
the
hatchery. of were in Hazel Sunday afternoon Paducah; Mrs. C. D. , Sullivan
H. B. Bailey. Jr, John
land, Miss Estelle Houston, Mrs,
which
40
first
time
people
in
years
that all his Herman Trotter. Kindred Stubbleenjoyed.
visiting the family of Mn: and Mrs. Mayfield; Mrs. Shelby Hicks; ProvTom Morris, Mrs. Ralph YarThe, afternoon
was spent in H. A. Wilson.
idence.
brough. Mrs. Mike Farmers Mrs. children haven't been presents on field, Bloomington, Texas, Howard
games,
his
birthday
kedakinge viewing--ef. The -guests left late Bonne, Owen Barber, arid BM
--Me -and Mn,. H. L. Walker and
The following patients were- disMyrtle Wall, and Mrs. Shipley,
work
.and also viewing the 'hatch- children. Anna Etha and
in the afternoon, wishing Mn Key Swann
• • • ••
Patsy. missed from the Wm. Mason Hosery.
At four o'clock the Ken- and Mr. and Mrs. Hester
many more happy birthdays.
'Walker pital during the past week:
John Key Honored With
HIGHEST,. QUALITY
• • • • •
Mrs. Opal Pitnian. son, J. W. Pit- tucky people started for home. and children, Barbara and Peggy.
Mrs.
Birthday Dinner
INGREDIENTS
Hilda ehapin,
Detroit,
On the return trip, the party and Mr. and Mrs.
Miss
Perdue
Entertai
ns
man,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norval
Kemp,
Chas. Walker Mich.; V. R. Cradlord. Puryear;
The children, grandchildren, and
stopped
for
a
few
and
and
Joe
minutes
family,
Robinson
were
visit
Miss Mary Frances Perdue had
enjoyed an out:
Sunday guests of Miss
Grace Holcomb, Murray; Sold exclusively ip
a few friends ..of Mr. John Key,
Murray by
with old friends at Nashville, Dr. and Mrs. W.
F. Grubbs and Miss Marie Willoughby, Ned Conhonored him with a birthday Miss .Dorothy Currier and Miss ing on Metropolis Lake last week
White
House.
and
Miss
going
•
Thursda
Maude Walker.
Springfield,
y and - returifing
cord; Mrs. Shelby Hicks,- Peovdinner Wednesday. June '13. on Marilyn Mason as her guests _SatTenn. They also visited at GuthMr. and Mrs. T. M. Marshall- idence; Otley Feeley, Murray.
his al birthday. The many visit- urday night for six o'clock dinner. Sunday. They •were joined Saturrie, Hopkinsville, and Cadiz. Ky.
had as their week-end guests, Mr.
ors gathered at his heme, near Afterwards they went to the thea- day night by Mr. and Mrs. T. L.
•
•
•
•
and Mrs. Wade S.. Hicks anti
Beware of the man whose- story
Van Cleave, with many good things tre. A delightful time was en- Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph
daughter, Katherine, of Oklahoma sounds too good.
and their visitor, Miss Barbara To Honor Mrs.
to eat for'the dinner and family joyed.
George
Gatlin
• • • • •
City, Miss Mary Phillips, San AnNell Gish.
reunion.
Invssiions have been eent. out tonio Texas Miss Vivian
In the afternoon, music was Bill Swann
DodsOn,
for a luncheon to be given Friday Texarkana. Ark.. and
Carrie Jackson Circle
Entertains
'Mrs. J. C.
furnished by Erwin McCuiston's
for Mrs. George Gatlin by Mrs. Herrin and daughter
Meets
Wednesd
On
. Eva Lee of
ay evening, Bill'
string band and vocal- selections
Will Mason and Mrs. Rob Mason. Camden, Tenn.
Swann was host to a group of the _ The Carrie Jackson
by Mr. Key"ind 'others
Circle 9f the
Mr.
and
Mrs. J. W. Vaughn and
younger society set, in compliment Methodist
Those present avere:
Missionary . Society,
baby visited the family of M. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Key. and to his harming cousin. Miss Elea- met at the home of Mrs. C. A.
Valentine
at Buchanan. Tenn.,
Galles at. Corvallis, Bishop on Tuesday
Master - Thomas Key. of Paris, nor Oury
afternoon.
Saturday and Sunday.
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Key °ream.- mrs. Swann and Mrs.
WS. JameDa
s- le. chairman of the
Mrs. J. E. Edwaecis. of Lexingand son. Calvin. Mr. and Mrs. George Gatlin met the guests. They circle, presided and led the
Mr and Mrs. L. F. Vaughn,
deErwin McCuiston and sons. Tre- were greeted within the home by votional.
who have-been in Florida several ton. Tenn., visited Mrs. Bettie
James and Miss Libbie James last
-mon. Freemon. and Claybourn. Miss Robbie Mae Broach, J. R.
A questionaire on the Book of months visiting their daughter,
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Charlton. Hubert Williams and Owen Barber. In the Work was given by Mrs. J.
Mrs.
Mary
Austin
and
•family,
arD.
Mrs. Sallie St. John was in PaWelker, Miss Dorothy May Pass, drawing room, they were presented Sexton.
rived in Hazel last week and will
ducah this week vieiting relatives
Mrs. Rhoda Gregory, Miss Evaleen to the honoree' by Bill Swann who
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings gave a short make their hoine here for the sumand friends. McDaniel, Wm. H. Martin, Jr., of was assisted in receiving by Miss talk on her work as zone
leader. mer. Mrs. Apstin and her daughSunday School Outing
Murray C. C. C. Camp, Mrs". •CInas Patricia Mason, Everett Ward OutBenediction was pronounced by ter, Wanda, accompanied them to
H. I. Neely, teacher of the 'inEvans and son. John Lindsey. S land, and Howard Brumbaugh.
Hazel for a short visit.
the Rev. 0. A. Marrs.
The - honoree, a vivacious bruL. Evans. Mr. and Mrs. John Key.
Mrs. B. E. Holifield and daugh- termediates of the Hazel Baptist
Dainty refreshments were served
Robert Key, Harry Key, Junior nette, was lovely in a scarlet gown to the_j_e_ members present
ter, Anna Mae, are in Nashville church, gave his class an outing
,
lungs,, for a week's visit with her .and picnic- se Treserceo- Thursday
ahd-1WS: Bura Wil- and Mize Mason,. also i dashing
afternoon.
The _following boysbrunette,
*ore
a
most
becoming Musical For Visitor
son and sons. Graves and Joe Hareiders Mra Belle Larkin, • and'
Mr. were Present: Bradford
gown of brown orgahdy. Miss
Larkin. -Cable has had many years experience in the garmon.
Armstrong,
Saturday
Mr. aneilMrs. Burie Cochran and Broach, a pretty blonde, was most
Mrs, Maude Valentine returned James Wilson, James Overcast;
age business and repair work and is fully compeEleanor
Calvin
Gnu
West,
Gatlin
attractiv
will
e In blue: "
Bill France, Sam
be hoffet`from Buchanan, Tenn.,
sons. Frank
Ralph and Bobby
tent and experienced.
last Bruce Lee,
Thomas P. Tumbow.
Baskets of flowers were used given a matinee musical On Sat- week, where-she was
Gene. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rowlett.
called on ac- Bob
urday
at
"Swann
Turnbuw
Stadt" by het count of the. illness
effectively in the drawing room
, Truitt Hawley.
of .her ciaughMr. Cable invites his many "friends and patrons
and hall. Tall vases of roses gave aunt, Mrs. Warren Swann: About ter-in-law.
, Mrs. M. D. -Valentine. Houston Hawley. Thomas Herne
twenty
don,
young
Herbert Herndon, and Otis
women have rea note of color in the walnut panto call on him at his new location at the
Mrs. Pat Beale, of-Al/no. visited
elled dining room and low bowls ceived invitations..
her sister, Mrs. Flora Hatcher, Hatcher. The afternoon was spent
, • • • '• 4
swimming and playing ball. after
of narcissus were peed in the livlast Thursday.
ing-foom and on the card tablet Misses Voline And Cloteil Pool
The Rev. Julian Atwood. o
Entertain Memphis Guests
in the library. The everig_
Relieves Headache- —
Meitiee7
_ spent iiicards and dancing.
Misses- Voline and Cloteil Pool thisi sieek visiting in
the home cie
Due To Constipation,
a large shipment of MayThe guests, were:
entertained 'Thursday
afternoon his uncle._ J. B. Mayer. Bro. At' "Thedford's Black-Draught has
Miss Patricia Mason. Miss Elea- with two tables of bridge for Mrs. wood is well
tag Washing machines in
known in-. Hazel, been used in my family for
SOUTHWEST CORNER SQUARE
both electric and Gasoline nor Oury Gatlin, Miss Gracie Nell George Bowden and Mrs. B. T. having, held several meetings writes Mrs. J. 11. Hightoweyears;
r,
of
Jones. Miss Reba Mae Hale, Miss Chamblin. of Memphis, Tenn.
here. He is at present pastor
motors.
of Carthage,'Naas."I take it for sick
Irene Jones, Miss Robbie Mae
TELEPHONE..300
Those present were:
the First Baptist Church in
headache that comes from. consti-RosMrs. Jack Farmer, Mrs. Herman e elL
pation. When I feel a headache
We invite youlo ask for
Doran, Miss Collis Wear, Mrs. W.
coming on, I take a dose of BlackH. I. Neely was in Mayfield
,
a demonstration.
C. Melugin. Mrs. Edd Utterback, and Paducah on
Draught. It acts and my llr
ta
ko_...
business Friday
easy. Before I knew of
Mrs. Nat Ryan. Jr.. Mrs. Geo. of last week_
Draught, I would suffer two ce
Bowden, Mre: B. T. Chamblin.
Miss Ruby Nell Hatcher spent
Sold on terms. Ask us
three days—but not any mane since
Tea guests were: Mrs. Karl Fra- several days in
Almo last week, I have used Black-Draught."
about the plan.
WANT TO HEAR FROM SOME- zee, Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs.' guest of her aunt. Mrs. Pat Beale.
Thedford'a BLACK-DRAUGHT
rgra7 Vegetable 1.axaUee
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Hicks, Sr..
Mrs. ' Raleigh
ONE WHO HAS OR CAN FURN- Kirk. Pool. and
"COULON= LIM TIE
ISH 200 HEAD OF GOAT FOR Meloan.
An ice coarse wa.i'served.
BACKUSBURG
HOMECOMING.
WOULD CONSIDER ANSWERS
FROM PERSON HAVING 10 OR Mrs. Edd rtterback Entertains
With Bridge Party
MORE.
Mrs. Edd Utterback entertained
State in your letter how much
per head and approximate weight._ with three tables of bridge at her
home on Nerths-Fitttesstreet- Fri.,
or by pound.
getterrassorr-401.--ustsioquei-57-13mr---4
-0PN/ever leiter 41k41 •
den and Mrs. B. T. ChaMblin.
of
Will Keep Your
HERBERT WILLIAMS
Memphis, Tenn.
Guests included:
Farmington. Ky.
Clothes Looking
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. Jack
Will also consider persons desir- Farmer.
Mrs. Marshall
Berry.
ing to furnish barbecue on per- Mrs.
New Longer
Bryan - Langston, Mrs. Marcentage basis'
vin Whitnell. Mrs Herman
Doran,
Our methods of d r y
cleaning are careful, expert, quality methods.
By acutal test we have
found
that
our
improved Service makes
clothes las: longer . .
Yet the shrewd, progressive
keeps the colors bright
and new.. . Keeps the
younger --C.43Lip1.eis -4G--net exfabric soft and f.u11...of
clude
from the family bud_
,life.
get INSURANCE, though
they plan a meal to the
Whether It be year finest,
clothing or wash summer
fourth
of a cent to be sure
frocks they will receive our
complete attention.
they stay in their means and
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WITH

Norge gives you lower
colt refrigeration. And,
because it is better refrigelation, it enables you to

save on food costs

in
many ways. e Every day
you put off owning Rollator Aefrigeration you
deprive yourself ofikonveniences, more whole.some food, actual dol.
lars and cents savings.
Come in today.
Yaw

4.

:57;) et-sty a Norgefor as little as
10 per cent down

NORGE
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PHONE 107
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PUT OFF THAT DAV-

BEAMAN GARAGE

Just Received

-LEWIS BEAMAN-GARAGE-A

MUTfON WANTED
For .13ackusburg
Homecoming

RILEY RADIO CO.

PLANNING
ECONOMICALLY

TO

miles
•.:••••••

ET'S record for

P.Ileigh Neloan, Miss Canis
Wee Misses Voline and Cloak_ Pool, Mat Geo. Bowden, and
T Chamblin.
•A delicious ice course was
served-. ,

WEAR DRUG
COMPANY

ds for

r
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STARTS SAVING

;ITE LEDGER &
TIMES
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George BaLcrvit with Frances Dee andlurnh AnderEapill3lood has'

10c

ADDED. -

After the adesurnment of the
society, a miscellaneous shower
was given for Ws. Ortiz Story, a
circle member, who recently suffered property loss in a fire,
The next meeting will be held
with Mrs. Bryan Shelton in July
. •••••
Shower For Mrs. Summit
Given Last Thursday

The Catha Lee Clark circle of
the Methodist Missionary Society
met with Mrs Charley dale Tuesday afterqoon, June 19 Mrs. Joe
Baker, was in charge
A shower was given for Mrs.
The scripture lesson and prayer
last
were offered la Mrs. John James. Rosa Russell and family
A vocal solo'was sung by Mrs. L Thursday afternoon at the home
Hortin, accompanied by Mrs. of Mrs. J.. E. Houston and Miss
_Houston from 4 o'clock
Roy Farmer. A paper—entntett--.-Estelle
-"Breaking Prison Bars" by Leven until six. Many useful gifts were
presented to _Ides- -Ridden deo
.
glveti by Mrs. Burmembers of the family who lost
Is
Warterfield. --Mrs.
Lute household belongings in a recent
isenhoover reported on her social
fire and suffered other loaseh_
During the laisins-se
Those present Were:
session it was decided that work
Mrs. Robert Jones, Mrs. H.
on a play be resuitted. Sixteen
members and visitors were pres- Wall, Mrs. P. H. Thornton, Mrs.
Harry Jenkins Mrs. Marvin Ful-
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REPAIRS
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sic addrase was given
3burci, president of the
with the' reetionse
by Mrs. Leslie Putrray.
int was:
ill had charge of the
aid gave a talk on
t of Prayer".
Putnam sang, "I Can..'
Face the Way."
Barr. wife of the Presdater of Murray, gave
tual and inspiring adsubject was. "The GarMind".
sin then
"The
tun-ticitlonWila given by

opentesippomeimpareseesib.........
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MURRAY, KY.

To Protect
YOUR HEALTH

GOLDBLOOM
ICE -CREAM

Send us your summer
wardrobe for renewal.
PROMPT - - - COURTEOUS
COMPLETE SERVICE.
PHONE 445
Rear Wilkinson's Barber
Shop

0-0NE

Don't confine your ice cream eating to
meals alone, but enjoy it between meals and at bedtime as well. Goldbloom will
keep you cool and fit.
All the seasonable fruit creams.
There's a Dealer Near You

*nth and Monroe

budget.

Just as regular as clockwork—that's the phrase
that best
characterizes the service we give our customers.
Each and
every day at about the same hour, our representative
caps
ready to refill your box with good, natural and inexpens
ive tee
You'll like this dependable servitte., guardian of
your fatuity
health.

..It is much wiser to, insure
wtrat-you already have than
it is to risk it in an effort to
build for more.

There are no asphyxiated foods with
ice, the
cheapest, most convenient means of refrige
ration
—the natural way.

YOUR LIFE.
PROPERTY
4.

WE INSURE

Starting Sunday, June 24, all city trucks
make deliveries
of ice on Sunday mornings throughout thewill
summer.

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
AND IciEric.OMPANY

IL Falwell & Co

CLEANERS
The House of Service

DAILY DEPENDABLE
ICE SERVICE -

Paducah, Ky.

Insure in Sure Insurance

M. L WITITNELL,

Manager
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MARY LOU MOFF1T
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R
woaw
ylett, Buford Rowlett
; Evelyn Used!
the mound for the bank. Pitched
The PdeCage brodiars laYied
.br.illuinaly la Ulla his victims is
ridge, Orem Fielder. Merino thanacres ot corn -11Hr weallE-straight order.
saewar
The water is eess-t
Far 'S-11111 ing
R H
'iv thin,
this
in the Ledger
Tbe Vannai
Vain*' •
, W •.
Ile#
0100
Geurin. Arlene Geurin. J. D. Geur•St Times I will write again.
will aot meet this wait The neat
000z01
10 MA 0 13 13
". in, Jot* Rialpe BUF6061, Robert
Reale (Apse sanday mow
-"Mud Splitter"
meeting will be. MIR? night,
Parker Garage Holds Second Alone.
Stubblefield, Purdeps; Russell;
Bucy. Lewis Bucv. Freeman GarI.-Wilkens( Moan of TabercaGregory With Browning Enlisted June 29. RettesInnants will be
Knight, Vaanrouelt.
Jones. Third. Model, Fourth
rison, Johnnitr.Kellie. Lucille Ketlosis; Was 15 Years et Age.
AU at Senators in Effort to
served and new candidates _will
Vesely. Bank Tie Filth.
R H
—
tle:Kellie. Solan 'Barrett
Deillideet This Summer.
"rids- the goat."
Jonas
II* 0 6 3
Funeral seeenleft. Ise Miss Mary joined us IUlsAs home on the
The Regan and Postoffice teama Bank of Murray OM 744 0 17 13
Sovereign Henry Clark will tell
Lou Idoffit„.45 years of age, were other side of the river and he actWASHINGTON, June
20.-As about his visit in the W. 0. W.
are tied for first end will meet
Outland, Bell; Maddox, J. Weeks,
held Monday afternoon at 1 ei"clock ed like he was one of us because
Congres
s`
ended
one
its
of
busiSanitarium at San Antonia, Texas,
Fourth Sunday in June is the weak . teems tonight from the Rhodes.
from the Murray Church of he had gone to school here so
est sessions in yearn Kentucky
lower bracket and will likely hold
SlIgi\e' Manager E
Christ. Elder Harvey W. Riggs much. We were invited to come regular date for the annual singEvans will
senators
and
represen
tatives lookFriday Night, Jose 15
have charge at the meeting.
was in charge of the services and back to the church in the after- ing and, the singers to meet in their berths for severel days yet.
on.inises
months
t
Wei
Live
The
Friday
Rexall
team
night's
plays
the
court
game
the
left td devoted
house at Murray. EveryLedger
was assisted
by Elder E H. noon • and take part in the singing
largely to support of the
Smith. Burial was in the Old and you know, of- course, we ac- one invited to come and take part & Times and the Postoffice meets teams tied for four positions with president's recovery program
H. ft. Miller, Breathitt county.
with
the
slightly
the
Resell
heavier
team pairing with the
Model Cliancepted the invitation add oh, boy, in this annual singing.
Salem cemetery.
an occasionel effort-sometimes sowed, a korean lespedeza mixture
Bring your song books, your ere Parker Garage stands in sec- Postogioe, Parker's Garage and
*hat
good
a
time
we
did
have.
not-to pilot a sectional project on e field after corn had been
Pallbearers ware' Misses Martha
lunch, and friends with you. This ond place and Jones Drug third Jonas Drug, Vandevelde and Mothro h the new
Lou Hayes, Virginia Humphriee If you want to hear some good. old
"laid b " la vear and mit hjui a
Ladder- 4 TimesInd singing is.
tvroetta. ISM
freeda
ROL
senators
and
Both
at
the
Vander
Murray
Barkley
-illumhe
kept
and
on
mp
Logan
the
bottom
alive
fifth.
by
the
Creek
---Ttory=MY lInad
--eari-Inff- out the
Martha Sue Key. and Martha Lou
were active on the floor of the
singers of the county. The or- The Rank of - Murray is one up rung singing!
Barber.
Senate and in.commitleektnroug11-.
gamz_a_U
on.
was....f
ornied-a
basst 16 from the bottom, wilt Oa Awls • The. WxstoRies
an
denrly
'Wart'
a
"ItilItut
e."1-T6i
got
tilt years ago
lifOninffit (fie& Sunday afterby Polk Oabrois whin Hawks perched on the bottom Reid of five scores in the first bill' the session. Authors of comnoon following four months ill- you that "Mud Splitter" went too he conducted a Southern Narmon
and -retained a teed throughout paratively little legislation 4:4 their
y rung.
and
sung-as
loud
Ali he eould.
'
- singing. -After
--wow from tuberculosis
t - the
Friday night the Bank of Mur- to win 12-5 over the Parker own, both participated freely in
his
death,
the
Key
I
tell
you one thing talks, you
ham in North Murray. She
brothers and others have carried ray meets Parker Garage and Brothers Garage. In the second debates on major bills before the
Senate, and followed closely
---koves a lunt_ot -rebstivosi 73er can't flirt with the world and a, on this. singing. Cosa&J,
Vat*. plays
.Maks-1400. Tues- game. the Ledger & Times was
Kw.
both at the aiime
.344414_
_
_
Nenak-Ainffit
day night Jones Drug plays -fhe about- to win a game instil the President's program
four. brothers survive. Lester, Ver- time. You vidreither be out of
Representative William. V. GregNews Hawks and Rexall meets sixth inning
when the
Model
the world or out of the church in MURRAY METHODIST
non. A. B. and Thomas Frank.
CHURCH the Model Cleaners.
Cleaners took six runs at the ex- ory was one of the leaders of a
a little while.
Jones Drug was stepped on in pense of poor plays by the New.p-. congressionel group ',which sought
Come, let us reason together.
"••••••••
Regular
sermon
at -the second game Tuesday night hawks. The game was closer in to have the Tennessee Valley- AuIf you meet Willis Fielder and he 11 AM. W"43-1•P 44d
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SAVE
3%

by buying all the clo
you expect to buy for
eral months in the
week.

SALES TAX GOES(
SUNDAY, JULY 1

We have selected ape
offerings for Fourth 1M
day-mrSAVE ON THU

Pine Bluff News

Koep
Gao1—Here's
How.

Notice!

mot

PRIC
REDUCE

Dale, Stubblefield
& Co.

Effective Friday, June 15, prices on Ford V-8
Passenger atrs, Trucks and Commercial Cars
were reduced $10 to $20.These reductions represent new low prices on 1934 models, as there
have been no Ford price increases this year.

1I

Rexall Store

SORES!INFTTIONS!

TUDOR SEDAN ...
COUPE
- FORDOR-SEDAN

$520
505
575

• •

It

\k, Buy. Merchandise Now

$560
545
615
600
590
525
550

.VICTORIA. . •.• • •
*CABLUOLLET

•

WITH DE LUXE
EQUIPMENT

-

*ROADSTER
*PHAETON

NINE DAYS TO BUY before the
sales tax goes
effect July 1. Nine days in which you can
Nu)
, without paying a per
cent sales tax.
Buy materials before July 1 for
any building or
major repair and your saving
s will run into
MONEY!

Into

Maybe Balance of June
EQUAL TO EIGHT PER CENT OFF
JULY FIRST

RE-ROOF

for the last time-oar JOHNSMANVILLE ASIMALT SHINGLES
w01 nimbi* yea to forget all worries about your roof. Call for an
estimate.

THREE MONTHS TO WEAR SUMMER MERCHANDISE

. $350
485
510

Everything we offer is of the finest quality material—materials tested under actual conditions.
Everything for building and

repairing.

6000 •

Truck Chassis-157-inch wheelbase

-- -Stake Truck (Closed Cab) 131-inch wheelbase
Stake Truck (Closed Cab) 157-inch wheelbase .

Doors and
Millwork
Only the finest
Iear-grain. cared
lumber goes Into
our millwork.

BUY NOW AND SAVE

650

715

Buy Everything You Need in All Lines!

In addition to above, prices were also reduced on other
Commercial Cars and Truck types from $10 to $20

Save on
Wallboard

ALL PRICES F.O.B. DETROIT

BUILD-A:-GARAGE

NOTHING CHARGED AT CUT
PRICES

1FORD MOTOR COMPANY -4VIIIII111.1111111.11111111111111111111101111111117111111171111111111111111111111.11111m11
116..

A

4

I

HARDWOOD
FLOORING

Special prices on
wallboard give
you an opportunity te fix up that
extra room in the
attic.

is the time to build the nec-.
essart protection for your car. Let
us quote you low prices
on steadied one and two-car garages; ,

Let us give you an estimate on
pew, bellatiful hardwood floors

Calloway County iaber Co.

T.0. TURNER

IncerrTiefaled'.7-77'-Titlid a—nil Walnut
=
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If You Think Enough of YOUR
Home to Fix it Up—Now's
the Time to Get Remodeling and Repairing
Done ...

SALEtTAX GOES INTO EFFECT
JULY 1, 1934

5 PER CENT OFF ON ALL
PURCHASES

FORD Y.8 TRUCKS AND COMMERCIAL CARS
Truck Chassis-131-inch wheelbase . .

Murray, Ky.

----3%---Tax July 1st.

• Moss prices remain unchanged

Commercial Car Chassis-112-inch wheelbase

NORTH SIDE SQUARI

Defeat The Sales Tax!

FORD V.8 PASSENGER CARS (112-inch wheelbase)
WITH STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

OWEN &
HOUSTO1
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prolonged visit with Miss Mae had his appendix removed at the her room.
. . tr.t Keys.Houston Hospital Friday
Dr. 0.•C. Wells will return SatMarshall and relatives.. lett last Clinks•liesgillogifwatonC. C. Young:good and 'fikesib'. and ledsLigoritild.
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.
-Arkansas. Noble LOV-' S. 7* Killebrew and -Nfl. atid --Mt-- -Pants, Keep Cool. Try our Store Clinic Foundation with special
Mrs. Jesse Stevenson, of Painters- ina, 22, and Irene Allbritten 21, C. E. Youngblood, of the county. for summer wear.
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n
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from Lexington, Tenn., where they Hospital where she had tindergone, Perry Allbritten and the bride- kinsville last Thursday and Friday. Fred Enoch Saturday, June lit
the Lewis Heinlein Garage, on the
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Elkins left
attended the Holland-McDill wed- an operation.
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. V. A. Phillips and children, Southwest corner of the square. _
On June 18, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Tony Lovins,
Wednesday morning for Chicago Christine
ding.
and Brent, who have
Mr. and Mils'. Dewey parker, of
. Miss Isabel Thomas, daughter liam A. Nelson, Newburg, became
Itir,e. P. Z. Barton, of Murray where they 'Will attend the World* spent the past month at Almo with near Cherry,
are the parents of a
Dr J. R. Phillips and Mrs. Phil- boy born
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deliver
will
Lips,
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and Meredith Story, son of Mr.
Hospital is reported imwhile her husband. , V. A. night. The
infant was named
proving slowly, Mn. Barton is the Vesper addreseas and tech a Phillips served as clerk of the Wildy
and Mrs. Ovie Story, of Murray, Dorothy Sue. Hayden.
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and
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Latta,
class
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West
Kentucky Young Senate, left Monday for her home
the mother of Miss Marjorie Barleft Mayfield June 14 ta..visit with
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Overbey
their uncle and aunt. Mr. and Murray; are the parents of a ton, teacher ...ttziane at the col- People's Conference at • Kuttawa n Smithland. Miss Evelyn Phil- and
daughter, Mary
Margaret
daughter,
born
June
18.
The
child lege.
Mineral Springs next w
Mrs. C. M. Turner, of Louisville.
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Mr. and Mrs. George E.
ve
young
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from
visit
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for
Their grandparents, Mr, and Mrs. is -a arandiatigiMee 'of -Prot. "L. C.
some
in
time
Smithlaqil
A marriage license was United
Overbey, Bloomington, Ind, last
Murray Christian church will at- and Princeton, Ky.
E. M. Turner went over to see Cherry.
week. Mr. and Mrs. Overbey and
Marvin Whitnell was confined last Thursday to Wilson Hoover, tend the conference.
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many
them off.
friends
of
Dr.
0. B. Mr. and Mrs. George Ed Overbey
at his home the first of the week of Calvert City, and Mary Helen
Irvin
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Net.
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know, thip a,nd Miss
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Tenn.. was a patient at the KeysChicago during their
J..B. Happy, former manager of is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Houston,
to
the
Mason HospitaL In fact, visit
of Detroit, Mich., arrived
J._ IL Gregory ad the bridegroom
Houston Hospital the first of the the Murray Mercantile
CB, here is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. here' this week to want their Dr. Irvin is telling his Wien* Istek " Paul "Cricket" Perdue 'has reweek for x-ray. treatments.
is recovering from injuries in an
summer vacation with their grand- is feeling better than he has, for turned from
Hoover.
W. W. (Bill) McKeel, who is automobile
Borger, Texas, where
accident
in Dallas,
- G. M. Young, state board of parents. .td,r, and Disa;--.10he T. several. months.
emplityed
Wastern- Elattteie Co4 Texas, reotMtly.
- be has been located for several
Prominent"
Houston
among
the
-and
visitors
Mrs.
D.
Lassiter,
health,
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both
in Murray Thursday'
Detroit . is-Vidlind
Years. Paul has been. connected
Washingon Dail
lie-rettla.
overalls inspecting
at the Mason Hospital the past with
county _dairies. Mr. of this county.
Mr. andldra W. H. McKee', North and work shirts are
an oil company there. He
guaranteed by
week
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Maynard,
of near plans to make his home here for
Young "stated
Bey
that the
Peters Diamond
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dairies
Brand
Grabs= & Jackson.
Hazel.
Mr.
Maynard
lingered
be- sometime before locating again.
were in good shape and showed work shoos for satisfaction.Among the callers at the Mason
Otley Farley, of Murray who
tween life and death fee several
effort on the part of dairymen to Graham & Jackson.
Hospital the last few days were: has been at the
Mrs. R. C. Wilkinson, and son,
Mason Hospital for
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at
the hospital as a result D. C., Jr., of make improvements.
Mrs. Geo. McLarin, Paris, 0. T. two weeks after an
Stevensville, Texas,
Dr. J. C. Barr. pastor ' of the of
operation, was
deep
stab wounds which he' re- are visiting Mr.
Miss Lola Crisp, of St. Louis, is Presbyterian church
Weatherford, Hazel. Mrs. Freil able to return to his
and Mrs. Walter
of Murray, ,‘eived lort winter in
.home Tuesan argument
a patient at the Keys-Houston addressed the Murray
Rudy, Paducah, Mr. and Dirs. V. day.
'College
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a
load
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MT.
Maynard
Hospital
following
A. LaGrone, Mayfield, Rev. and
an automobile students and faculty in chapel
Mrs,- B. T. Chamblln and Mrs.
is apparently quite well recovered 4,
accident which occurred Sunday June 18 on the subject,
Mrs. W. D. Dunn. Kevil, Mr. and George
"Abide from his wounds except his
Bowden visited
Misses night.
left
Miss Crisp, with her fam- With Us", Dr. J. W. Carr, presMrs. Marx Nix, Hazel. Jack Sykes, Voline and Cloteil Pool
last week.
hand is quite -stiff'and its unable
Tharpe, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. James Deweese ily, were enrotite to their home ident, introduced the speaker of to use it.
after spending their vacation with the morning.
Try our Store for Sport Oxfords, have taken the
apartment formerMiss Ruth Cutchin is seriously
relatives in Model. Tens.
Straw Hats and Men's furnishings. ly occupied by Mr.
E. L--.. Jackson and sons, Harold
and Mrs. T.
ill at the Keys-Houston Hospital
See
the
new
dark
Buy Now! Graham & Jackson.
colors
in
shirts
and
Gerald, of Detroit, Mich., ar- where
A. Sanford on West Main street.
she was taken Monday.
we are showing. Our prices are rived here Sunday,
Miss Frankie Holland and Mali'
June 9. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Page Stubblefield
Herman Crouch,
of Puryear,
right. Graham & Jackson.
Holland Jackson are apending the and sons, Kindred arid
Jackson only spent five days with
Paul, of
Tenn., is spending several days at
Mr. and Mn. S. R. Pearson and relatives and friends while
summer in Detroit.
Bloomington, Texas, are visiting
the the Keys-Houston Hospital for
son, Itugitlitevens. of Nashville. boys will stay until fall.
Mrs. Katherine Douglas, after a in the home of Mrs.
J. E. Owen
treatment.
visitedt Mr.'"lind Mrs. Hugh Wear
Stark Erwin, of near Lynn
and relatives 'in the county.
Mrs. • Annie H. Young, former
Miss Anna Diltz Holton, who last week. Mr. Pearson returned Grove, had his tonsils removed at head of the home
economics deTHAT'S Vass.
HOW DO YOU
has been teaching in Fort Worth, to Nashville Inid Kra Pension and the Keys-Houston Hospital Friday. partment of Murray
State College,
MANAGE TO
son remained foe several days.
IF YOU KNOW Texas, has,
Mr.
Macel
'and
Miss Eron Flip- and her sister, Milks Lena
arrived home to spend
Hear',
MAKE YOUR,
Norman McKenzie, outstanding po had as their week-eiad
YOUR MEATCU15l the
summer with her parents •Mr.
Vests, derson, were visitors at the
MEALS SO
coland-Mra M.-D.'Holton, West Olive center of Murray College football Miss Allie Mae McConnell, of lege last week. Mrs. Young
OIFPERENT?
ig/now
team last year, has been elected to Marion, Ky., Mr. R. L Donaho and
-street.
•
connected with Cumberland Colteach mathematics and coach foot- Mr. Truman Jackson,
of C
—Luther-Xisaaaan, of Farmington.
e. Williamsburg- Ky., -and Miss
ball and basketball at Parsons, City, •111-yris
Henderson is teacher in RandolphTenn., for the coming year. .
Mies Erin Todd, of Lynn Grove,
Macon College, Lynchburg, Va.
Mrs. Shelby Hicks, of Prov- was an operative patient
at the
Mr. and Mrs. Linville Yates and
idence, was a patient,at the Mason Clinic-Hospital Sunday. Miss
Todd baby have returned to their horn.
Hospital for
treatment.
Mrs. is recovering rapidly.
in Glasgow, Ity., after visiting
Hicks is the mother of R. R.
Miss Ruby Jennings, of Lexingwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
WIN -A -CAR
(Bobs Hicks. Sr., of Hazel.
ton. Ky., was taken to the Mason
C. W. Drinkard.
CONTEST AIM
Mrs. John Nicholas. of Hyrnon Hospital at an early hour
Monday
Miss Isabel Thomas and Merewas admitted to the Keys-Hous- morning suffering from a .badly
dith Story left Thursday, June 14.
ton Hospital Monday for an op- cut forehead, as a result
of an for Louisville to visit their uncle
eration.
auto wreck on the west highway.
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. TurMrs. Merit Jordan was host to From the best information
which ner, for the remainder of the
n delightful luncheon Wednesday could be obtained it seems
that the month.
at her home in Browns Grove. car in which Miss
Jennings was
PRIZES
Have your gardens and flowers
Tables were placed on the spacious riding was struck by a
car con- sprayed now. All evergreens need,
shadowed. lawn with places for taining four negroea- Thegentle- spraying.
Phone 2 9 5..- Allen
Information on Every Seep Oon- Mrs. Bob Gatlin, Mrs. Jim Jor- man in the car with Miss Jennings Barnett.
dan.
Mrs.
IL
B.
Bailey,
and
little
was
reported
suffering nem numtest.
daughter, Imogene, Mrs, . John erous cuts and bruin's, but
4 Medium Ivory Soap
he did
Fanner, Mrs. John. wititaair_ansi- ..ratt-asis-fessiriedleal airlinIvoryNaomi Lee Whitnell, Annie Lee Both . cars were reported
50c Processing Tax on Sugar July
badly Caa be healed
without taking
about 15cts Sales Tax asy day Gatlin. Miss Kathryn Whitnell, wrecked in'the accident
your stock from work. Cross
9;Mrs. Robert Jones, - Mrir --Gingles
L. Jackson left last Friday Salm, that for
soon, yet 10 lbs pure cane
almost a third of
Willis, Mrs. Rudy Tyree, Mrs. afternoon for his home
in Detroit. a cAtury has been successfully
Sugar ,t
SOc
•• •
Welter Boone. and Mrs.' Merit Mich. He was accompanied
overcoming
50 lbs. Pure Cane Sugar
the most obdura
by'
$2.45
Jordan.
Miss Lucy. Outland. She plans on human sores, is equally efficaFres Tomatoes, per lb. _.__ . 8c
Mr.
and
Mrs.'
cious
M.
0.
Crouch,
in
similar
visiting
of
animal ailments.
her
sister. Mrs. Fred
ft lbs. Fine New Potatoes
15c
Lynn Grove. were in Mayfield Hartsfield, and other
Finer, open collar sores, large
1 Gallon Red Peaches
relatives.
10c
Monday on business.
Mrs. Inez B. Sale, who has been the palm of your hand, heal in
1 Qt. Nice Ripe Peaches
10c
Mrs. Henry Warren la suffering visiting 'with Mrs. Myrtis Walker. an unbelievably short time, w
California Oranges, per dos. _ 38e
the collar In Owe each day
from an infected hand caused by left today for her horne in
24 lbs. Flour
Minne- Try it on any IPOU1141,4ttr
80c
_d_atrials-a- -briar-- ' -- stre-pisaft-••to
-illii in Pa- may have-or Pink rye, infectMiss Eva Cobb, near Lynn ducah en route. Mrs. Sale form- ions or sprains;
lbs. B
ruu
'rhemi
it is sold under
."Laid (bring
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)
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Grove returned home.punday night erly resided in Calloway county an honest guarantee to
give abwith yoi?
_ ......... 58c
after
a
three
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visit
lute
with
and
her
satisfaction
during
or your money
her
visit
here several
4-10c Cans Heine., Beans ____ 29c
I Qt. Wesson Oil, 45 and Mayo- brother, J. W. Cobb, and family. of social functions were held in her cheerfully refunded. 304 and 50c
at all dealers. The Cross Salve
Nashville. Mrs. Cobb had under- honor.
Incorporated
naise glass bowl free.
Co., Inc., Marion, Kentucky.
gone an operation, but now re- 7 M
uinss
derAwden
elet aWinator
ilkinaot:
;eo
fntitae
rfatiloo
covered sufficiently to be 'up in
PHONE 12
•

Wilkinson this week.
s to!Men
eartigain*tgr Issith ),Kra. Lloyd anant.hat bon ly, and You may be bellied roost
removed from the Mown itespital of all. "A Lord's Day well spent
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clif- brings a week of content."
A WELCOME AWAITS YOU.
ford Smith, near Concord where
Harvey W. Riggs, Minister
she will femain for about . two
weeks to recover from recent
operations.

Card of Thanks

To each and every one who in
' * CHURCH 08 CIMUST
any way expressed consideration
and sympathy for us in our beCome to these Services with us:
reavement, we extend our deepest
'Bible School. 9:45 A. M., Sunappreciation. -Gratefully. Mr s.
day.
Jennie Kirkland and iamay.
Worship and Preaching, 10:50
A. M., Sunday.
Evening Service, -745' P. M.,
Sunday.
Mid-week Study and Prayer
Meeting 7:45 P. M., Wednesday.
ScriPtussiaStyrtiea •ritnal Com.munion
and
Worship; Gospel
Preaching; Christian Fellowship,
and Service: these are the attriartions offered by the church, and
to which we invite you. Help us

YOU

DENT 'EX

WE

FIX 'EM

cxx

DR. W.

C.

OAKLEY

Chiropractor
Dffice at Home, 809 Weed Main
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
In Afternoon
1-1. m. to 6 p. M.

Davis Dress Shoppe
POPULAR PRICES

cltie Lot Silk Dresses Greatly Reduced!

We don't actually advise that
you dent your car: bat we de
advise that if you do we can
fix your car so that it is as
good as new. Moderate prices.
Air brash painting also a specialty. Drive in!

New Shipment of Wash Dresses in Cord
Laces, Eyelets, Pique, and
Seersucker

SPECIAL SALE ON HATS

Pre-Tax Sale

IVORY SOAP oda

FOR
EVERY
PURSE AND
PURPOSE!

)11TH SIDE SQUARE

og

IOW!

gh of YOUR
Ip--Now's
Remodeltiring

G.t..

E.

'

Robt. Swann & Son

• .
FIRST AID

... . ,,

TO

.
•

--SUMMER
'FATIGUE

--

NITO EFFECT
)34

4

s the sales tax goes

DRINK BIRELEY'S ORANGEADE

$ in which you can

nt sales tax.

and say goodbye to that wilted worn-out
feeling that heat brings on

for any building or

Is will

run

into

Drink it morning, noon and night—z-whenever
you feel too warm for comfort.

finest quality ma-

r actual conditions.

•opairing.

it

Remember it.'s good for you, carrying with-from tree-ripened oranges. NO EX-

health

TRACTS in BIRELEY'S HOLLYWOOD ORANGEADE.

SERVED AT MOST LUNCHROOMS IN MURRAY
—OR HAVE IT DELIVERED TO YOUR
HOME DAILY
1
HALF PINT

ZDWOOD
DORING

hird and

Walnut

wis
.—
upwoommo
-mmoi

tc
a

QUART

you an estimate on
il hardwood floors.

Co.

ALABAMA FRESH GREEN CORN 3
Sc
FRESH RIPE_ TOMATOE
EACH
WATERMELONS
65c
10
NEW POTATOES
19'
TOMATOES
SUGAR
CORN
PURE CANE
10
48c

MURRAY MEA ,a
MARKET

IGS!

15c
DELIVERED AT

REPAIRS

-COLLAR-SORES

We Sell Government
Inspected Meats

. . ._

BODY

AT FARMER-PURDOM
GARAGE

660"""4
"
'
111/
Akeim

We sell
MEAT for FUSSY FOLKS

• Murray, Ky.

Tax!

WHITE SHOES
For every occasion

5
(Time 4suw
1934 PLYMOUTHS

[MEN &
MTN

ROY RUDOLPH
& SON

Values up to $2:95

BACAUSBURG
110MiCOMING

CM L ltit .
----

W--r.irr-Artripr

Lbs. Bulkl

C. CLUB
FANCY

100 Pound Cloth Bag
25 Pound Cloth Bag

10cCOFFEE
NAVY BEANS

Jewel, lb.
lac
3 Ibi. 55c --/V-

•

Tennessee Mountaineer Bands String music.
Uncle Dave Macon and Sam McGhee.
Paul Warmack- and his_Gully Jumpers.
The famous"Fruit Jar Drinkers," fastest band in America.
Robert Lund, talking blues expert.
Black-face negro minstrels.
DeFord Bailey, the Pan-American Harmonica King.
Thirty-piece Band, dance orchestra from Paducah.
Several of the. best quartetts in the state, including Mayfield Male
Quartet and WSM's Mixed Quartet, composed of Christine Lamb,
Margaret Ackerman,,Ovid Collins, and George Nevins.
Speech by Hon. Voris Gregory, Congressman, Washington.
Also short speeches, baseball, barbecue, ice cream, drinks.
Airtight radio schedule program from 8:00 until midnight 4th of July
every year, so come very witty.

Come via Mayfield or Murray to, ColdvAter. Easy-car
distancea- nti good road. Ifred out on Wednesday,July
4th, come Wednesday, July 11th. If again rained out,
come first fair Wednesday.
BIGGEST JULY 4TH CELEBRATION IN STATE.

1-2'p

P()UND

$4.79
$1.25

3

FINE GRAN. BEET, 10 Lbs.
100 Lb. Cloth Bag
Bulk.46:
$4.59

"Solemn Old Judge," himself, Chief Master of Ceremonies,
Assisted by Two Others

YOUR HOME

Murray Milk Products. Co.
.,

2

French, lb. 23c„

CHOICE HAND PICKED

Clifton HOILET TISSUE,
3 Rolls
10c
Van Camp TUNA FISH,
2 1-2 pound cans . . 25c
C. Club SALAD DRESSING.
8-oz. jar
10c
SHREDDED WHEAT,
2 pkgs.
23c
Penn-Rad MOTOR OIL—
Medium or Heavy, 2 gallons. $1.17
Tax _.08
TOTAL

$1.25

LARD

1Oc

POUNDS

STANDARD
PACK
LARGE

WSM's "Grand Ole Opry" Units from Nashville
Announcer and All in Person

The one chance in a lifetime to see the artists of WSM,
one of the strongest and richest radio stations in the
world. Tune in WSM or WPAD for further announcements.

--

EA"

7

No. 2 Cans

29c
C. Club, lb. 27c.

Pounds

25c

C. Club SODA CRACKERS,
2-pound box
19c
Tomato or Mustard Sardines,
3 Oval cans
25c
MASTER PICKLES—
Sours, Dills, quart
Sweets, quart jar

15c
25c

CLOROX,
Pint bottle

15c

PEN-JEL, Makes Jelly Jell,
2 packages
29c

3

BULK

COOKED SALAMI

POUNDS FOR

Pound

POUND
SLICED BACON
2
FRANKS
WONDER,NUT OLEO
LONGHORN OR DAISY CHEESE 2

25
19c

23`

POUNDS

POUND

POUNDS

10c
35c

•aler.

-
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-

... •

•

• •
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•
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SCHOOL TRUSTEE
ELECTION Itity 14 •

l

_inay. Lie consolidated
and one 1
frustee will be elected from the

NE 21, 1634.

_-

L hear Lieutenant Jones. dfatelet steady. 185
to 275 lbs. $500; ,275
chaplain.
last Ft iciay - evening' Ilis. up $430: 160 to 1$5
1144.- $4.10.
Armee Um eadent
bs.116.4bir WU.WI4set1Wita
Telitil _or
were
lain Janes* bilk was his span&
$55; sows'$2 65.
fife bays to take advantage of
By Wm. 14. Martin. Jr.
How may • candidate Qualify?
the religious, recreational and ellto-By filing a notice of his intenST. LOU1S-Herses good to
Candidates Must rile 15 Days
cational opportunities offered choice draft
tion with the County School Sun$1k0 to $140; medium Cellos.
Morning religious services were
before Date of Election: To
, ay Indebtedness is $290..
them while in camp
erintendesit not less than fIneen
to good draft, $83 to $io_c;_gcioA _to
neer! year Naas&
conducted lay Dr..
Parr
000.00 and. Annual income Is
-e
of
days Isafortrthe Vection tThb It
choice -Chunks. $00 to $113; smoothEstimated at $29,555.00
Lieutenant Blemker. camp our- mouthed chunks. $60 to $130: young
the Presbyterian Church. In a
compulsa
atta.44toctirustee___44tcljon - blannarty/.
of veiting-Secrrt
interesting - talk Dr. Barr geon, made a bruit talk on the farm mares $80 to 5110: southern
very
beld betwefn the hours of
Of the thrhe and one half milOfficers of election-Judge. clerk' pointed out the fact that the fu- prevention of blisters and sunburn mares, $50 to 80; small cheap
LAST SHOWING TONIGHT-,
eit. and 4 P M. on Satura and sheriff to , be designate
lion dollars estimated to go to
and warned of the dangers ac- horses $30 to
by
d
American
hope
ture
life
and
$50.
of
tlaykk.hily 14. all candidates must County Board
counties
for
the retirement of
MAN"
of Education
government lay in the fact our eompanying severe case of this
Mules, farm mules, 15.2 to 16
133e a notification with the connty
county road funds as the rerult of
with WILLIAM POVVELL, MYRNA LOY
Pay of election officers-Nothing. government was band • on the kind.
hands. $110 to $140; colt mules.
at least 15 days except that
the passing of the sales tax. Calscant persons shall be teachings and principlae ,of Chrisgood size and bone $80 to $125;
before the. election. _ There is no
to actual expenses incur- tianity.
colt mules small, $50 to 275; draft loway county will receive $20,Singing was Conducted
tbne to be lost. This Mute* will entitled
555.00 annually
ON THE SCREEN
The
county's
red in delivering helot boxes to by Enrollee Ledford Inurter
mules $125 to 2150- mtp* Intl*
-nerve- foe s
bad of four years. The voting place and
reed -indebtentres:s--13returning
in
113.16
hands.
$120
to
$140;
mine
In all districts of the county. ex.r
according to figures released at
siune to the County Board Of EduThe Camp Murray Cubs were
LOUISVILLE June 20--Cattle ,mules 14 to 15 hands. $75 to $100; Frankfort.
cept perhaps tfie high school dieThe county has ten
cation.
fehoice
victoriou
cottoratn
again
Saturday
last
s
ulea_15
to
16 hands. years for the
receipts 225 including 64 direct.
nide. the trustee will have the
retirement of bonds.
Counting of bal1ots=2,itt office of afternoon over the CCC Camp at Market less
$135
$160;
to
choice
cotton mules. The bill provides
active with demand
power to recommend tonichers.
that one-third
County Superintrideot,
Columbus.. by arica
ace..1.---frona Jogai --isitient easier.-- -Reny- 14.2-15_Agrids, $110 to *125;- small of the
My attiegestirgr-ts-ffrat Ca-efi db.:"
-revenue -trent tilt tax be
if -10 a. m on Monday following The game was played on the city sales steady to weak.
green mules, over 3 yean old.
ict- elect _the very best person
Bulk corndistributed among the counties.
election
diamond and was witnessed by scizion _to_ medium steers and
- thr diittrist 4rustee. -One that will
hell- $45 to $70.
Counties having no road debts are
M 0 Wratifer, Supt
great majority of the camp per- ers quotap1e.$4.00-515.90; very little
make an effort_to secure a good
to use the money for construction
Radio's Fun Announcer
Calloway County Schools sonnet. The camp at Columkius included'W
quality to sell above
testebe_ r _The lumen at a ached
of county roads.
processis
now
the
in
establish
of
$5.50.
but
strictly
depends..toa large extent /bon the
good dry-feds
The revenue to the counties; will
KIRILSEY CIRCUIT •
merit and operates under the De- eligible around $43.50. Bulk
-feet-her; and a good trustee will
be distributed on the following
beef
pertinent
Interior.
the
of
_
cows
$2.5003.25. good smooth oftry to, get a food teacher.- Good
basis: one-third according to popPreaching at Mt Cannel Sunday
The second -series of the Inter- ferings to $3.75. Most sales
- Murray is to have a radio auditiers do not cost the _tax payers
muulatien. one.third according
to
morning at 11 o'clock. Sunday berracks softball -- tournament ts sage bulls
lion
and
all
arrangements have area and
$3.00 down best heavy
--:-..-sease-anore then _poor ones. Tote
one-third equally.
sehootapt all churches at the regu- near .ccipsiPletiai with the teeths of Ichicl considere
been
made by the Capitol Theatre
d
eligible higher.
istab-Zistrict trustee is largely relar hours.
Barracks No. 1 and No. 3. captain- Most light Hereford stockers
to have a representative here this
sponsible for the success or failsalSunday School Day program at ed by Enrollees Hoskins and War- able $4.0041
week,
lie arrived Monday to
4.50.
ure of your
Kirksey was postponed, on account ker respectively, pitted against
Calves, receipts. 400. market ful- interview talent, and especially
Facts concerning election:
of rain Sunday night and will be each other in the finals
ly 50c or more lower than Tues- those who have a desire to du
_ Date of 'election-July -14. 1934. given Sunday afternoon at 3
radio work.
The organization of the barracks day's average. Bulk $4.00
down.
There will be a singing at Lynn
Hours of electien--ff rie_m. to 4 -o'clock,
volleyball teams has just been i strintly choice 54.50.
The plan is for all interested
-Grove Sunday night With the Key
nt
W. M. Vaughan. Pastor completed.
Several
scrimmage
Hogs, receipts,_ 1.000, market to telephone. write or leave your Brothers'
Hill Billy Bands!
-...P.Lire of election--The 'school
Quartet,
well known
games have been played and prepname at the Capitol Theatre at
On ofhistory's
musical
hnoses.
conductors. in
charge. Blues and Torch Singers!
An American boy will quit the orations for the • tournament are
moss charming
once. First names and applicants
Other singers from this section Quartets .. Trios .. Solos!
Number to --be elected -One in firnar to keep from getting up at now under way. It will probably
rogues!
shall be givensg &si considera.
are
earla thatelet-which comprises 30 3.ns After he goes in bintineal begin -early next week:
tion:_and a trial audition shall be and expected to be In attendance
trAth
the public is'- invited.
pupils. If district does pot have 4in- the city he gets up at 4 a. m.
arranged.
50 pupal., two, eir more Jilin-jets to play golf. CONWAY TEARIE
- The camp was again privileged
Ace (King) Cole, former an- A
•
miss down in Iowa is adverANDY DIVINE
nouncer and program director of
tising for s missing dachund. The
Henry Stephanson
a number of those popular quarad
reads:
-He
is
two
FOR SALE-Mares in good tet hours, can be reached through
dogs long
UNA O'CONNOR
and half a dog nigh and a bit
K0
the
o.cami ir VeModoe it11,011004
Theatre office at any undersl
*Condition, 2 years old to 5 time Capitol
ung.
tatal)
1410 demon isf.a.Mseams.
this week.
Mesei C.cow. prearateeloa.
Newt
Pan** S. tram.% sac. oredeco4
He is arlaouting a private audiyears old.
Lockhart le
Yes. Cordelia.'a 12-inch gun can
tion-from 9:00 A. M. to 1.00 P
toss a football.
Rhodes, old Concord rOssil, M Saturday, June 23, at the Theatre. 'Selection then will be made
Route 7.
and those selected will appear on
of all kinds for radio audition to be'held at the Capitol Theatre
the stage Saturday matinee and
for
SATUR.D4S.T. JUNE 23-MATINEE and NIGHT. The Capitol is
FOR ._21.1.1i..._stioa...eak .lumber, .nuait in a prepared studio
before
assisting in securint view radio talent from this community
"clit
for a
tee us for a Studio Unive:sz microphone
future radio program which is now in the making.
for
.prices. Orders filled promptly: the final audition !approval.
Wanted for auditions at the t'apiton Torch and Bluto Singers.
Sour
Stomac
h
J. R. Scott & Sons, Murray, Ky.. 'Male and female entertain
String bilida Orchestras, Solos. Mountain and Hill
Singers.
ers
Gas and Headache
Quartets, Trios, Duos. Accordion Players and Piano Billy
Route 1.
'*
such as torch singers, blues singPlayers.
Cu. te
you
care
If
to
be
on
an
anticipat
ers,
ed
radio program and represtring bands. orchestras.
, quarFOR SALE-extra nice Mammoth
sent Murray, report for your private audition
Theatre from 9:00 A. M. until 1:00 P. M. Saturdayat the Capitol
Yellow home-grown Soy beans tets. trios, duos. accordions. xyl23. ohere
, "Ace" King C'ole. program director. !sill be glad , June
•
alsoa.few early Haberlande N. G. ophones. violin and piano. And
to Interview you.
•
•
don't forget the little kiddies from
Wall, Hezel. Route 3.•
•
lip
four to seven years old.
•
•
•
FOR SALE. or TRADE-complete
•
•
Modern shoe cobbling 'outfit cash
Mrs. Charles Herring. Christian
or trade for real estate. Holland- county, is
providing
continous
Hart Drug Co.-lip fresh vegetables for her family by
rotating the planting.
POR SALE-28 model Chevrolet
Coupe_
See
Reginald
Butter- ed 2.700 pounds
of korean lesPeee- wortie- Murree; Ky-T -Route --1=fter- deia4 sevedlist year, have sowed
ICE CREAM SUPPER-at Paul 6,500 pounds this year.
aleinkaiim's. Saturday. June le, aa
it: from • dol...
mile South Lue Parker's. off L
Grove litghway Good music. '1
and-ose little actress
...to the star of o
.
MAN WANTED-for Coffee Route
swan's love ...all
through Murray and Calloway
boccie** Os o prices'
County. Steady job guaranteed
un--she coold
Splendid opportunity.
Investiovorything *sties
gate Now'' Togstasi ,
'Foods, Kokomo
istot,_Ssiert
t

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTFRS

FUNDS FROM,SUES
TAX GO TO ROADS

Cool and Rr,hing

FAAF,1

APITOL
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

DashieJI Hammett's "THE THIN

pertntendttxt

ON THE STAGE
SATURDAY
Matinee and Night

Livestock

FRIDAY
AND-SATURDAY

ACE "KING COLE"

Radio Audition To
Be at Capitol

BIG RADIO
FROLIC Singing at. Lynn
Grove Sunday
PARTY

CRASS/Fl11E1D
AINIERIRSImit

MARY BOLAND

FUN ..JOY FOR ALL
See Your Friends
Broadcast at the
Mike!

RADIO TALENT WANTE1)

Biiiousneirs

RICE

tt

Constipation

OF MOHAIR,
TAPESTRY

I.

SUNDAY ONLY

or VELOUR

HER REIGN WAS SENSATIONALLY
SHORT...BUT SHE e
PONE::

2pc.
Bed- Davenport

With Your Choice
Pull-up Chair, Occasional
Table or Lamp!
W,e Have Just Received a Carload of Thalia
Fine Kroehler-Made Suites
•
2-Piece Suite, with Chair, Lamp or Table

e 850

•

2-Piece Suite. with Chair, Lamp or
Table
'Wed Cid‘t port. You will•-4P
real.
ire the
o
tine

-

„9

Sa e

(LIBERAL DISCOUNT FOR CASH

2-Piece Suite, with Chair,- Lamp or Table
Velour

Cover Davenport Bed

$11250

Here is a 'suite that .you will appreciate.
espeeiallis,for'ife•perrice quality, for hard
wear, A: bestotitul quality of rose color
velour

2-Piece Suite, with Chair, Lamp or Table
Fine

.

Mohair Covtr Bed Davenport$13950

Disciminating folissi will appreciate and
ernonall group of this quality and distinction
ro Several beautiful colors to choose.

Mcre than -merely 'lust fureiture"--more -titan- merely space-fillers in your home:
here is a -1(...roeb•
Sinle tha• tt- III•be a joy and - a pride to live with, giver-ofcomfort tnat you will richly enjoy!
_There is real distinctiten in the clever styling. smartlya designed
chair
backs
and
rich Tapen;ry or
Mohair cot•er of this suite! There's- unusual comfort in its
perfected innertipring.construction. And
there's "Kroehler utzal]tv,'" too, the kind of quality etial.mea
ns_you
enjoying
the beenty-stsclueury -or trir's •fte-7. rr
for years to come! The davenport and chair at
this low price are a wise
investyrient 'in
•
•. .aving!

.sn ea-i.

Other Attractive Suites as lo'w as $69.0

I

•

olera•

now"
--at present

'Choose tomorrow from
You'll find a styie and price suited to your needs.
.
loo

prices'

our

BUY NOW AND SAVE 3 PER CENT SALES TAX!
----FREE-belivery Within 100 Miles of Paducah----

HODES-BU
Satisfied Customers Built Our Stores
F:‘,.h.a,Slime
Main sti.m.
1•1=11

4ith

and

Jeff

Radatele.

1114-120 No. 4111
Paducah. Ky.

}intent+ Store
Nfayflelil, Ky.

TRANSPORTATION
WANTE-D
'to • Chicago or points North. Desire to leave July 1. Communicate with Miss Blanche Johnson,
Mason Hospital, if passengers
wanted.
Ito'
FOR RENT-six room house near
college_ See or call J. G. Glasgow.. Phone 276.
tf
-FOR SALE-Washed sand
and
gravel,- Gen-Mt-it building blocks
8x8x16 for building garages. house
foundations, stock barns. Creek
sand and gravel. Dump truck for
,hire. L. Rose, 308 South Fifth
Street.
Ito_
FOR SALE---300 S. C., W. Legf /Vent. -Hollyvi000l- strain,
highly -bred. no .better layers;
akk_auss-pasa-eist.and nice-65c each or will sell in
as small lots as 25. .T. E. McKinney, Hazel, Ky., R. 3
320c
FOR RENT---e unfurnished rooms.
private Outside entrance. garage,
Reasonable. West Olive St Mns.
Oron Keys.
ltc

MOWER
REPAIRS-

-

Our stock of mower repairs for the DEERING and
McCORMICK is complete.
Oite of our customers
needed 56 parts to4ebuild
an old Deering Mo r that
had been in use 20 to 25
years. We had ALL of these
parts in :stock. *emu you
beat it?
It pays to buy a standard
machine. Buy the McCormick Deering Mower and
Rake. They give perfect
satisfaction and if you need
them you can get repairs for
all makes of these machines
as far back as 40 YEARS!
SalesmenJ. D. Sexton.
Bert Sexton
Ila Douglas_
Charles Sexton

SEXTON BROS.

INSURE NOW!
WHEN you are faced with the problems of proVT tecting your family from automobile accidents turn to the experience, reputation and affiliations which this organization offers. For years-we have established a record of efficient service
and prompt. payment of claims -by the-essest
companies. The protection which we give to
thousands is offered to you also through this organization at no greater cost. Let us give you
automobile insurance details.

;n

THIRTV-DAY-PRINCESS'
with "roll, dark and handsome

CARY GRANT
MONDAY and TUESDAY
PHONE 381.

GATLIN BUILDING
"Et Does Make a Difference Who Writes
Your Insurance"

ONE DAY SHE SHOULDN'T -COOK!
On outing days, mother is

becoming acquaintedwith
her boy. He has

grown

OUT ON
BONDAND INTO
BONDAGE I
Aegific
smashing indict:merit,
-of the bail baud graft
that enmeshes the
high and the low, the
Weak and the strong,
In its slimy tentacles.

BLOOD
MONEY

quickly and outings are
a real pleasure to her now
with him along. Your bakery can

furnish you most

of your outing meal and
"NOT JUST A SUBSTITUTE MEAL" but the best
one you could have chosen. Breads, Cakes, Cooks, Pies.- -

PARKER BROS. BAKERY
-AUNT BETTY'S BREAD
"The Foundation of a Good Meal"

PHONE .53

A DARRYL F. ZAMUCK
Production with

QeDnite- _
BANCROFI
••4
FRANCES DEE
CHICK CHANDLER
JUDITH ANDERSON
BLOSSOM SEELEY

Oft

-amos•
GOMAND 8000.1.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

"SORRELL and SON"
FrOIll

the great novel by Warwick Deeping

•
•
4

a.
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New Series No. 239

MAN"

NA LOY
•

ATURDAY

$1.
00 a year in kkillottify.
Marshall. Graves. UMrg and Stewart Comities.$1.
50 A year eleeeltswe In I
State of Kentucky.

$2.00 a 7..to any

yes,

•

CREEN FRIDAY

-

THE LEDGER & TIM

liFtVart.7f,1

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, June 21, 1934

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2.1184, SWORN
TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Grid Squad Drills Twice
a Week During Summe_ri
16 Men Will Not Return

other than above.

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

i

Volume CII; No. 25

ponents are S. I. A. A. teams.
and the milker. Keep this blanket
On October 27, Birminghamclean and free from dust.
Southern furnishes opposition for
In -addition to the stable and
the Homecoming encounter here.
horn flies which have been discussIn the last home
me of the
What mustal 111411 most
season on November 17, Western
ttoway ---A-tri=-It is difficult to even estimate the
the common house fly
This fly mathematical chance? For exKentucky Teachers College, 1932 Prof. E. H. &filth. Extension Read; financial loss which
is incurred by may carry disease
ample, during a life period of 70
germs
into
dentally
the
champion, will attempt to avenge
Terms
;
of
Predicts Record Fall
dairymen each year by decreased
farm home. It is not an appetiz- years, one would have to drink
the stinging 20-8 defeat handed to
Enrollment.
milk production as a result of the
Contrac
Odd
about
315
ing
quart
t
40
thought
cans
full
every
any
by
means,
but
___________ ,Mairmy Wes iLon its H9rneC9riltillIARY AL/39W7
petit._ When -"bossy"--ii•-fereed
ever'the less t fact, that The hou-se day-tn -the first- tnstance and about
one of the six untied and unde- ling Green
September 15 is the date set for to continually fight, flies, it necesSly
which
rests itself upon the food eleven 40 quart cans in the second ever
Chancing
the
feated grid teems in -the nation.
Threes games are -booked-Chr
across
ein.
in st
Times
ss
air
the oponine-of--the fall sem
name
se
-a
sarily Egnifireka vast amount of her
on yOUr table may, a few minutes We seriously doubt as to whether "Sinking Spring" whileo
from
?dainty
home:
at
at
Murray
State
....glortelog
energy which otherwise would go
College. On
Jackson,
Murray -State also Thies Bennie
previous, have been resting- its feet the average consumer has this
Ledger
Cook, who did splendid -work in Miss.,--Hattbrobnrg, Mils.. Teach- date freshmen will be registered to the production of milk. In addiin the most filthy and decayed re- much capacity, even though he be visitor in the home of
Dr. and
ruining Western's and Millsaps' ers, and Middle Tennessee of and classified. Prof. E. H. Smith, tion to this drain of energy she is
director of extension and person- further more tormented because fuse imaginable. The buildings on the most ardent believei in the Mrs: Max G. Carmen. H. W. Bailey,
hopes
last year, and
Howard Murfreesboro.
the
:food
and
health
farm
value
should
of
by
milk.
all
means
be
aksistant professor of Mathematics
Only five men of varsity cali- nel service, has visited in 20 coun- every time the stable fly alights, it
Thomas, a
promising lineman,
licreened to keep out this pest with
Ed Prewitt, Mgr.
in the University of Illinois, .rewho enterd school in the spring. ber will be gained • from the ties of Western Kentucky and five drinks several drops of-her blood
Its
filth.
Products. Supply Dept. Murray membered last Friday that Staking
Casey Organ, a sophomore who freshman squad.
These
men, counties of Western Tennessee.and at a meal, and grit troublesome pest
•
Clean up,up, fray and idir the fly.
With 16 men lost by graduation made a name for himself on the Land, Tolson, Gunter, Millard, he states that if economic condi- requires several meals a day,
was the school in Kentucky that
Milk Products Co.
to satWhy feed cows to feed flies?
his great-'grandfather came to ditch
and ineligibility. Coach Roy Stew- freshman squad of '32 and of and Alderson. are expected to tions continue `as they are. Mur. isfy its‘fitvenous appetite.
in 1847. eighty-seven years asp.,
art will drill his Murray College whom much was expected this prove an asset and partly make ray State College will have the
Flies do riot live over winter, but
Thoroughbreds twice a week this fall, -quit school to work when up for the loss of the varsity men. largest enrollment it has ever
• A splendid remedy to assist naProf. Bailey and Dr. Carmen
carry through as eggs and maggots,
summer in air attempt to hold the his father was seriously inqured. Julian Henderson of the '32 fresh had.
ture in getting the eow on feed and
were class-mates at the University
hatching out with the first warm
S. I. A. A. football title another
to
act
as
a stimulant and tonic at
team is expected to be here next
of Illinois•several years ago mad
The new students will be ad- weather. A single fly will lay
TO Improve Team
Crops are looking fine sinee the
from all times of the lactation
yeat. The 1934 edition, however,
period is:
last Wednesday, Prof. and
The Murray mentor will try to fall and to be eligible for a try at vised as to the opportunities of- two to four belches of one hundred
I.
nice
rains
farmers
the
but
will
be
is faced with a tougher schedule,
Two teaspoonfuls of powdered nix
Bailey and two children came down
improve his team this summer blocking back, the position left fered by the college and the pro- and twenty eggs at a time, and each
he says.
vomica in one pint of coffee as a busy now for some time as they to Murray as house:gue
vacant
Shaw's
by
graduatio
per
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n.
leading
s
to
requirethe
sts in the
-hatched fly lives 'from ten to thirty
with short drills twice each week.
are behind with their work.
drench. Dose twice daily.
Thirteen men will be graduated Members of the squad who
ments for certificates and degrees. days. Fly eggs
Kent To Be Back
are !
hatch into little
Wheat cutting has begun in this Carmen home.
before fall: Captain Lenard Bry- not in attendanc
Cecil Kent. All-S. I. A. A. halfAt. S o'clock Saturday evening. maggots.in a day or so, and ih ten
Prof. Baifey's great-grandfather,
e at the summer
A quart of good milk provides the neighborhood.
ant, Alternate-Captain: Norman session were given
balls and shoes back and honorable mention for September 15. the'first reception to thirty days, these grow .to be
The attendance at church last who taught the School, was named
cheapest
source
McKenzie. Ronald Brinkley, Her- and sent home with instructio
of
energy
to the Sunday
ns All-American, who was the lead- of the college year will be given adult breeding flies. '
was somewhat smaller Isaac Cokgr and Prof. Batley reconsumer at invariably almost any
man Shaw, Howard Allen,. Eurie to drill three or
than eemniop as .Thss. weather was members that his wife was Jane
more hours each ing scorer in the South and in honor of the Freshman Class
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article
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of
eonstrucprice
level.
Smith, C. C. Jones, Daron Gris- week. Sammy
It is also one of our
Furchis. Whether she was a MemGreen Well, who second in the nation last year, of '38 at Wells' Hall. women's‘tive• value, we must tell
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some
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last
practical
methods
to
get
rid point. This is because of the fact
in. James Rahm, Bob Phillips. next fall, has promised
This feceptien,yrill afford an op- of flies. In
a new attack. He will have an able
Friday afternoon from a high ches family is not Itpown but •
the first place, it is that Public Health authoritie
and Preston Laster.
s are porch and was seriously
record on punts and passes for the second in "Shires" Elder, a very portunity for all new students absolutely
injured. thought likely. Prof. Coker was
essential to'clean all ma- maintaining a constant
watch over She was- taken
promising sophomore. King. S. to meet the president. John' W.
Of these, Bryant, McKenzie, coming season.
.to her daughter's, also a Baptist minister and doubtnure piles, and other places of the milk supply
from
the
time
I.
A. A. honorable mention for Carr and the faculty; also to,meet ,firth
Brinkley, Allen. and Shaw reit Mrs. George Stone, near Kirksey. less filled the pulpit at
The Racehorses will play six
Sinking
which make ideal breeding and leaves the cow to
the time it
fullback, will be in the starting each other.
ceived honorable mention for All- of their nine
Bud " Bean, who resides 'near Spring Baptist church which rehatching places for the fly. The roaches
games in the new
the
consumer.
An addi- the Coldwater bridge,
lineup with relief from Bradley •There is ri possibility that as
A. A. honors by the As- 130,000 stadium, which it
is real ,sick cently celebrated its 100th annidairyman should then use a good tional protection
is hoped,
to the safety of of pneumonia.
sociated Press.
many as 300 courses in 13 dis- spray
McKenzie was will be completed soon. The open- Thurman.
velsary.
-material freely where these milk is added through
pasteuriza"Pedro" Simmons, one - of the tinctive fields will be offered
all-state center, and Allen was ing game will
Ben Carter is also an- the sick
places have been.
be on September
The terms of the teaching con- -tion (heating the milk . to 145 debest ends ever to compete for, for the fall teens. &fields have
Quarterback. on the second state 29 here with
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for
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be
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hard
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others, especially Jackson, Tenn., a non-conference
Mr. and Mrs. Radford Waldrop Prof. Coker was
horn fly can be kept off the cattle which process
to be furnished
takes none of the are the proud
ever to stop. He will work with
Smith. Jones, and Grissom, play- foe. Stetson
Correcting .eumerous statements by
parents of a son a house, with a good well
University of Florida
spraying the animals twice deity food value away
and
which the milk born June 3. The infant
Shelton. Alderson, and Miller to that have been in reference
ed a great part in producing a and Birmingh
has been plenty of firewood. His compento with one of the numerous fly repel- originally
am-Southern of Alacontained.
ald him.
Pasteuriza- named James Radford.
record of nine victories with no bama are on Murray's
out-of-state students at Murray
card for the
lents. The repellent should be used tion does however,
sation was to be $2.50 for each child
The squad will consist of about State College, Professor
according to
defeats or ties to capture the S. I. first time. Eight
—'Brown Eyes".
Smith long enough before milking, so -the
of the nine opfor the term, excluding - his own
most of the leading authorities, add
.
30 men: ends, Simmons, Shelton, said that at no time have these
odor will not flavor the milk. A very materially
children, with a miminum of 30
Alderson, Herndon: tackles, Wood- constituted more than 10 per
to the safety of the
Canning of vegetables and fruit pupils. It
cent good home-made fly spray can
was agreed that he
be milk from a health stand point.
all. Bugg. Land, Torrence, Fox; of the entire enrollment.
is a major project for homemakers would
He ex- prepared by thoroughly mixing
take half cash and half in
toWe stated above that milk was in all
guards, Mullins, Rayburn, Wrght, pects next fall's enrollment to
Campbell
in. gether pine tar ancT.kerosene
county commun- commodities with the
in the one of our safest foods. Statistics
value of the
Wesley, Tolson; centers, Gunter., chide about eight per cent
ities.
out-of- proportion of one pint of pine
commodities specified in computing
tar from medical authorities prove that
Wesley; blockng halfbacks, Hen- state students.
their
to
each
amount.
gallon
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Corn was to be
we only have one death traceable. A Jarge
need not detract from even- derson, Moss, McCracken, Jenknumber of Owen county taken at so much
A light blanket thrown over the to milk .thr
per bushel and
ins: halfbacks, Kent, Muse, Morse,
about every 635,800,000 farmers are planning
ing wear:
to
use
a
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ht so much per pound.
while milking in fly time will pints consumed and
Baker, &pan, Taylor; quarters,
one case of lit- state-owned limesibe crusher
duradd to the comfort of both the cow tlest for about
Greenwell, Elder; Fullbacks, King,
every 22,000,000 pints. ing the summer.
As in everything there is Thurman.
Mr. and
- Read the Classified Column.
Mrs. Stum
tlornaha,
Nebr.,
one best style for you.
are
the
parents
of
The complete schedule follows-_
bahy daughter born Sunday,
Sept. 29 Lambuth College, 'JackJune 3
Attorn
Wells, son of I
When your eyes are fitted by us son, Tenn., at Murray.
•
Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T. Wells, is
Oct. 6 Stetson University,
your prescription fulfills the actual
'
De a 'graduate of Murray State
Colseed of your eyes—it ,is not "rule INI4
•_.064.-4,144,WW4--5,,
-,
-. •iegar-, es is now connected' With
Oct.
S.
12
'
Millsaps
College
at a
Of thurnb"—it is written in full
law
firm
in Omaha. Mrs. Wells,
Jackson, Miss,
knowlgge or the basic facts of
also a former student of the
Oct. 20
colTennessee
Polytech,
lege, was the former Miss Juanita•
your individual eye.conciition.
Cookeville, Tenn., at Murray.
Oct. 27 Birmingham-Southern, Roberts of Columbus, K.
Birmingham,
Ala.. at 'Murray ,
(Homecoming)
son, Tenn.. at Murray.
--N••• 3 Ufizien 4Ivive•eitY, Jaek--OPTOMETRIST
Nov. 1D Middle Tennessee. Teachers at Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Nov. 17 Western Ky. Teachers,
-r-Bowling Green, Ky., at Murray.
Nov..29 Mississippi State Teachers at Hattiesburg, Miss.

FALL TERM OPENS
ON SEPTEMBER 15

Illinois.Visitor Finds Great-grandfather.
Taught School at Sinking Spring in 1847
0

Murray Milk
Messages

Stewart -Hopes
Hold S. I. A. A.
Title

FOES WILL BE
MUCH TOUGHER

Coldwater News

)neofhistory's
met charaung
°gess!
tit

MARY BOLAND

CONWAY TEARIE
NDY DIVINE
privy Stephenson
NA O'CONNOR
erred by Wah•Mt Welied•
a Mt some by 1. 16'. Hat•mP.

Amp,C. C000., WItlf•IIIHO..
giro S. troon.
loothx••

'TED

-

se-Capitol Tbeatre
I'. The Capital Is I
i community for a
Mg.
and Blues Singers,
1111I Billy Singers.
'iano Players.
rograin and repre: at the Capitol
iv. June 23. here
to interxiee you.

GLASSES

LY

IONALLY
DONEt

Baby Girl Born

DR.0. C. WELLS

WITH THE

CITY DIRECTORY
Offices in .
First National Bank Bldg.
West Main Street
Telephones, Office 176;
Res. Nation-al--Hotel

7tize4 loom (L

PIANO TUNING AND
REPAIRING
25 T/Miii-r—
rner
-ress
-re
Free Estimates, Work Guaranteed
Phone 48—At Johnson Music Co.
MURRAY,_KENTUCKY

SAFETY INSPECTION
FREE II DRIVE IN u
In summer, smooth tires soon wear
dangerously thin — become weak -quickly reach "the danger line." Your
risks increase—from cuts, punctures,
sudden blowouts. Don't risk your
neck on hot roads with "dangerline" tires when safe new
Goodyears cost so little. Let
HIGH QUALITY
us inspect your tires for
GOODYEAR
safety
PATHFINDER
—now!
DEPENDABLE
rEr TOIt
New(
;gnu Center
Tract's&
Deep-4'Ast Tough
I react

GOOD YEAR
SPEEDWAY
FEATURES
Centel. Traction

PrIersed Skarston•
Goodies:
Guersatee

'hick
Tateitol
d
Ovarsis•

Galeria,
Otterestee

4.40-21

Prices subtlest to
ch•na• without
notice and to any
State sales tas.

Deeping

BEALE MOT
OR COMPANY
Incorporated
TELEPHONE 170

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ROAD SERVICE

1,4

PHONE 44

PETER HEPPNER
Tailor

G3
NEW

Basement Ryan Building
Have your Altering, Repair
Work and Tailoring Done
Right

Goodyear

43% More
Mlles of Real
Non-Skid
assiety—at
No Extra Cost

$5.70

SON"

SUPERIOR CLEANERS
Expert Hatters

All-Weather

28x4.75-19

—"-

"We Do It a Little Better"

$5.70

$6.50
28x4.75-19
$6.90

30x4.50-21
$5.40

^.•

DRY'CLEANING

29x4.40-27
30x4.50-21

$4.95

E BLUFF

S. H. Henderson

TI4 G - DAN

;DAY

AT

A. Y. Covington, M.D.

aAtqcwV

AY

AMERICAN LEGION

SAM L. JONES
Shoe Repairing
Southwest Corner

Square
The Best of Leathers
Expert Work

Ford V-8 Prices
Have Been
REDUCED
though they were not
raised in the recent
general
automotive
price increase.
_
ASK
ABOUT
THEM!

•

B F. BERRY
Dentist
First National Bank Bldg.
—PHONES

_Office._211.

Res-103.

For The
SUN-DEMOCRAT
City Carrier. Service
—See—
TRENT WELLS
Daily and Sunday papers at Dale,
Stubblefield de Co.
PHONE 2

••••••••••■•

•••••••--

'4

.

BOAT RACES 10 A. M. -- 4 P. M.

Ed Sears, Paducah, will have three fast boats, others will be out of Paris,
Tenn, and
Calloway countians, including the Hamlin and Grogan-Williams boat,
will
be in the
race.
SURF BOARD RIDING ... PASSENGER TOURS UP THE RIVE
R . A REAL
CELEBRATION WILL BE HAD!
PERFECT ORDER . . PARKING FIELD... BALL GAMES ..
:PLENTY OF
BARBECUE. COLD
. DRINKS and EATS!
-

THERE WILL BE NO PUBLIC ADDRESSES!

Come, Bring the Family and Enjoy the Day!
••••

•

•

••••'

-

•

-•

.,.ree....••••01111rigerillftynnien.swam.

•
PACE TWO
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cah. spent the week-end with her faction
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parents at Hamlin
for their home Tuesday morning.
The music class at Concord will
Last Friday Jim Taylor, SW
give a concert in the near future. Waldrop. Frank Paschall, Ruble
The class is under the instruction Rogers and son went to Tennesse
e
of a Mr Genus. - of Birmingham, River and bought about 40 pounds
Ala.
of fish. Late in the afternoon
Miss Cammie Coleman. of Padu- the women and girls met in Mx.
cah, is spending her vacation with Taylor's shop and sisokpid fish
and made coffee. Those present
her parents near Brandon
were: Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ts

*oak aff nyvtar.
water Church of Christ, in the
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couldn't tell whether he was a school,,bum
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ire have had a nice rain and
night
Pogue
preadti
content
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ment
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crops are looking goes,
We heard the
Camera-Baer
The small wheat crop here. is
John Lovett. we hope for iibt
tng a heavy rainfall.
light over the radio. The two big about all cut.
A tent meeting will been nett
-stst-ceiss in the newspapei- busiSunday aught Ma,
Walker's, Mr. and Mrs. -Red- _Bay. of bullisia-bea4 swell other nearly to Some Corn has been lid-hy and
Cleas
L R. Pogue will do the preaching near Penny, attended church at death before 20,000 men and some are not yet through planting.
We have better hopes of getting
Coldwater Sunday at 2:90 P. M. women. "I- laid my fiddle down
There is no illness in, this com"He that coveth his sin shell
the Aurora Dart. I remember
I noticed in last weeleit paper and cried'.--"Fugle".
not Prosper: and vshoso confesseth
munity at thu time, and everyone
hearing the dam talked about
that Tam Turner and "Jots by
is at work.
and forsaketh them shall have
when I was a 'child. Perhaps a fire
game of
Burns Guerin and Fred 13 !tas- Joe" played a friendly
mercy." Prov. 28.13.
that smoulders so long win finalsel] spent the week-end at Pen- "I've got yer tag".
I sure missed the "Just Job"
ly burn. Uncle Sam may have to
Wasise
Stone,
age
7,
can
"beat"
ney and attended the birthday
last week.
take that money and feed his
most
anyone
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at
l
phir--4- A. penny and his aunt, Mr
dinner at Elritoach's, near Hazel,
T. A. Jones and son motored to
hungry children.
ing checkers on the checkerboard. Ruby
Sunday
bottling and a Miss Miller, Murray on business June 113.
If I don't get drowned you may
I
read
in
Las Vegas, Nevada. of Benton. were in this vicinity
Ttfere will be an ice cream supEdward Jones is having a big
hair from me again.—R C. 0
which
my
daughter. on husinws and coshed on Mrs. time
per at Russell's Chapel school Journal,
plowing corn since
his
Mary, sends me that the Boulder,
school is out at Hardin.
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13.
come and 'betas your pocketbook.
"When
wicked
the
rise,
been blessed with some good rains
men hide
The ice -cream supper at Cecil
man Orr, Mrs. Mollie Key, Mks There _will be plenty to eat,
d will be largest in the
the saast week.
good- complete
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world.
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Jones,
Mr.
Colorado
music
righteou
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s increase." Prov. 28:
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_ Wises Modena and Estelle and Mrs. Obey
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17, re-' Day Saints'^
grandmother, Mrs- Rena. ported
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at Latter
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441110*7pram department, tbe Garment Factory in St Louis,
since the fine fen" hire
"
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dren. Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Orr., here Sunday.Der
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and cried!!
joyment, however, in returning
Judge Callie Hale
Suin Chrisman. Misses 1..aurene
be composed
Jenniogs
Mr.
and
Mrs, Porter Charlton. All made a splendid address
Turner. welded a big
day except two. Wednesday and of approximately 40 members dur- and Pauline Yarbrough and the
Mr. McKeel. of Murray, made in the,rein.—"Old Glory."
on "Stewpiece of malleable iron for Con- a business trip through this neighenjoyed the fish fry.
Thursday of last week.
ardship" to a large audience.
ing the summer session.
employees of the Capitol Theatre
Mr. and Mrs. George attended
Wheat is being harvested be- The program has not been made went on a picnic at Metropolis
Mrs Gussie Craft and baby and nie Mills' mowing machine on the -borhood last week.
Webster county harvested a good
electric
revival services at first Baptist Mrs. Louise Vessels
motor. - Emarks._ --fleas, =___"The wicked flee. where no man strawberry crop,
tween showers, but the crop_ is for concerts- but
Lake -Saturday 'night. and son, of
despite unfaVor- '
-to
Church, Murray, Sunday night Evansville. are
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'short .the hay is sorry, a lot of it be publialed by
are able weather conditions during
visiting' relatives
the next issue of • Gordon Moody is attendmg a
Jennings had on his head - and bold as a lion," Prov. 28:1.
where Bro. Horton, of Mayfields in, this section,
-*St worth cutting.
much of the season
the College News.
also visiting her
business college in Paducah.
is doing the preaching.
s"..T/ie tobacco and corn are very
sister. Mrs. Belbourne Adams, of
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• Mr. and Mrs. Othal Paschall. Faxon. Bev.
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of getting rid of the. pests.
have not been done well, or that
Bro Clark filled his regular ap- any
irregularity has appeared, In
Merldeth
Story
pointment Sunday at Oak Grove. the
and .-Isabell
official conduct of any of the Thomas
age
eleven,
The POO was. vacant-- Saturday appointe
went • •to
T IS almost inconceivable that human
er, mentioned, or that talla Louisville
on a two weeks visit ingenuity could
afternoort,on account of the burial of
build tires that would
the appointments was
to their .uncle. Cecil Turner. awL
of Bro
mouser.
withstand the ierrific punishment of the
esttry.
Mrs. Turner. Mrs. Lizzie Turner,
Mrs Charliessitoore is visiting
500-mile grind at Indianapolis, May 30.
Our comment will be that, the their grandmot
SIZE
PRICE
her, gave rsic this
Lexington Herald. which was:
'Round
and
item.
'round
They
the
blisteri
traveled
ng
track
,
t"
The Courier-Journal does net railroad (iron horsei. Alone on they streaked, hour after
67.65
hour, under the.
list the biggest political plum in
Mrs Rose Wright. of Bruceton, blazirfg sun . . . the tow moan of powerfu
6.65
PERFORMANCE
l
Kentucky—the fact that Judge Tenn_ was the
guest last week motors rose to a terrific roar as they hit the
5.50-12
11.30
RECORDS
...
Rabert W. Bingham. whose papers of Mr. and
MrS. Jim Cochran.
straighta% ay s at 150 milesor Icetter—grinding,
6.00-1711
15.10
.D.
have attacked the democratic state
Hay (red topt is being bar- planing, pounding
FIRESTONE NIGH SPEED
around treacherous
committee and the state legislature vested,this week
6.00-20H.D. 16.40
but as usual goi tire-destroying curves faster
TIRES
than they ever
by•-a misleading array of facts that too ripe. Yet_ and laying
6.5k17H.D. 17.50
-by corn dared before. Sliding into
the turoe at these
hassi'..sms-vereneetieri--was appoint- sd wheatthreshing is on
or
This..Sumo
ed ambassador to the Court of St. Gee., haw. Peti- and Beck!! -Fiala terrific speeds, there was nothing to hold the
consoesitiva years
Propor turns sly Loss
car
to
the
hare
track
been on the
James, and is by all odds the most
except
the tire.
Mr. and Mrs. -Elbert Brisach,
winning cars in
overpaid .Keirtackian on the pay- who have been in
Mile
after
mile,
lap
after
lap, greater
Texas a year,
the 500 - relic
roll of Use gOvernment.
biggest state there is, ha4 landed and greater heat and increased centrifugal force develop
Indianapolis race.
ed to
in to See home tnd friends once separate the tread from the body of the tire. Every conceiv
THIS NEARS BLOWOUT
able force
Twenty Christiareounty farm- more.
known was working to tear the tires to pieces—yet Firestone High
PROTECTION
.
aliii":-"b
ers attended a spraying`dernonstras
Bettie Jo, little daughter of Mr."t Speed Tires, with Gum-Dipped
High Stretch Cords, withstood this
hon. given by W. W. Magill of the and Mrs. Tommie Cochran.
4,For urea* consecuis on =est gruelling test.
College of Agriculture.
the sick list.
tive years hare been
.•
Thirtythree
demons
speed—t
of
hirty-t
hree cars equipped with
on the winning cars
Mr and Mrs. Wm. Miller and
•
Firesto
ne
High
Speed
Tires
In the daring Pike,
--all protected by Gum-Dipped High
Commercial apple and
peach baby. and Miss Jennie Arnett. of
Stretch Cords—entered the Annual Speed Classic. Every tire was
Peak climb where a
grohers in Graves county carried 2.4yfield. took dinner at Mr
and
slip
meant death.
/gut complete spray programs.
Mrs. Bert Razzell's Sunday and at- bought by the driver or owner of the car.
no MEANS NON-$110 SAFETY
In all the heat—in all the grinding—in all the straining and
AND TRACTION
Very little illness to report in
•
this -blimatunity.
Andrew Osbron is reported ill.
Mrs. R. Hutchins is ill at the
hawse of her son, Oble flutettins
Deft Hata
Mra Madison Ray is improved
-after hoeing suffered a stroke of
apoples4 maw five Months ago.
. Mrs. Glen Lynn is some better
at present.
Children's Day services at the
Mao's Chapel Methodist church
Sunday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Lynn,
Saunders Wilson. and Mattie Frances St.Joim visited Mr
FloydLynn. of Paducah. Sunday.
The ice cream supper at New
Providence was rained out Saturday night

s„.

Wienvb, Dear Chem. last Concorsisp
jaw, It/Amp

— Viio-nu,. nf-VitAAt
Si.

t
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Most Overpaid
Kentuckian

Taylor'S. Store Notes

ROOMS

$250
••

•

_

_

Stella Gossip

OF EXTRA STRENGTH • SAFETY AND DEPENDABILITY
eVAP/4/Offiti
THE NEW FIRE4tONE
WORLI RECORD BROKEN! HIGH SPEER TIRE FOR 1934
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SETTLEMENT NOTICE
All persons knowing themselves indebted
to the firm of Keys-Houston will please
come forward at your earliest convenience,-and make a valtifac
'
---r-.
oT.--.ysett
--- kment of same.
(Signed) Mrs.'Polly G. Keys, Executrix
Dr. E. B. Houston

Iiii it Is4)r1.1 a 1,%% centa

Your Home in iennesee...

14 kelp themll 1.11'41?

WILLIAM LE

N

Small Down
Payment
Easy Timis

O doubt yosi, like most housewives, watch the
pennies when shopping. But cioyon realize that
in the average home one-tenth of the food that is
bought is wilited?- Most of this waste can be prevented
with Electric Refrigeration. And this is not all! Added
economies can be effected in shopping. Perishables, for
example,
can bebought 2 for 25C iristed of 15c each,
and kept fresh and wholesome until used. A whole
week's supply of food can be bought at bargain prices
making substantial added savings. Left-overs can be
kept for days and made into appetizing dishes.
These new food economies made possible with an
Electric Refrigerator are teal savings which - can be
I depended on day after day. Let us. show you in
actual _figures how you can economize with Electric
Refrigeration.
_

Aik as

or SEE YOUR DEALER

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT AND POWER CO.
Murray, Kentucky

* Were on the Neiman
Motors' Ford 1.8
Trails that mule a
now coast -to.eoast
record./ 67 hours.

45 minutes, SO

seconds actual
running time.
MI MUM °IONIAN('
See Firestone
Air Balloon Tires
mad* at the
Firestone Fortory Ana
World's Fair, Chicago

the fnendly

Listen to the
Voice ol Firestone
Beery lefendey Nig? t
Orer N.k.C.—
WE4F Network

camas

-

%Ade...fa/rood

COFFEE SHOP
Seatina 300c"
OMR SOUTHWEST HOTELS
tat
*reC
tatION
Scervt
- klane
gbre.trt

• cnewelthoteLiii... ,ITEL LAFAYETTE link Rodskt.
s

MEMPHIS
MAIN 4T MONROE

ww ,A01/

WHAT THIS MEANS TO YQI

.
The amazing record of _Firestone dependability at Indianapolis
was made possible by the Firestone patented process of
Gum-Dipping. Every fiber of every cord in every ply of the
tire is
saturated and coated with- pure liquid rubber; there are eight extra
pounds of rubber to every 100 pounds of cotton cords.
There is greater adhesion between the plies of the Gum-Dipped
Cord body and between the body and the tread. As a result of this
patented process of Gum-Dipping Firestone engineers have been
able to build a wider tread of flatter contour, with more and tougher
rubber and deeper non-skid, giving you more than 50("c longer
non-skid mileage.
Don't delay! Call on the Firestone Service Dealer or Service Store
in your community today and equip your car with the new Firestone
High Speed Tires for 1934. Drive with security and peace of mind.

*For three consecutive years hare been
on titer III baser
of the Washington
(D.C.) Railway and
Electric Company
covering 11,357,8111
Lisa swam sokheria
one minute's delay
due to tire trouble.
Mb MUMS etrUMAIIRITT
0111111EI

The condorts.the
imam.the jxun J.rd
of row own home greet
vou when you law oe the
muss; tets.:.0.culatins
ice welter and aiding tap
er.e:y room......
250 11000t5 W1111ThA1H

9i.

pulling — not one cotton strand loosened — not oae life
was
endangered by tire failure—not one car was forced out of the
race
_by tire tronble. Six al.the winners finished without a tire
change.
What a tribute to the Extra Strength—Safety and Dural:011y
built into Firestone High Speed 'tires.

MOST MILES PER ROLLA* IR

•
Super - Service Station
Whiteway Station

East Main Street

Murray, Ky.

-South East-Corner Coliete CafttPull

OF

JACKSON PURCFiASE OIL CO
-
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I Mile Iselk
aier
here every Saturday

Mrs.'BcaTfoWY un irouston
Game Preserve
kills Self in -Okla.

wheat crop here. is

and son motored to
'Mess June 16
ies is having a big
g corn since his
at Hardin.
vleked rise, men hide
•
it When they perish
increase." Prov. 28;
1_

nty harvested a good
ors despite unfavorconditions during
eason
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Money For AAA
In Few Weeks

THE MERCHANT'S DREAM
Calloway county has a game
Word has been received here of
preserve comprising about 5700 the death of Mrs. Bun Houston Last evening I was talking,.
acres in the Brinkley district. The In Tuxedo, Oklahoma. last week To a merchant old and gray
preserve was recently taken over Mrs. Houston. 40 years of age, He told me of a dream he had.
by the state and will be replenish- died from a self inflicted bullet I think 'twas Christmas Day.
ed with game. The land in this wound at their borne there. She While sitting in his office,
A vision came to view,
section is to be posted for a period had been 'despondent over
ill
He dreamed he saw an Angel
of five years. If is one4r.ef the health and had been reported
to
largest in the state. J. C.'Buse, have been growing worse recent- In garments white and new.
game warden, stated.
ly. She left a note to her hus- Said the Angel to the Merchant,
The preserve lies In ale, North- band asking him to take care of "The Good Lerd sent me down.
west section Of the County be- the children. She fired the shot To take .you up to glory,
ginning at the iron bridge, or into her heart at the breakfast And put on your golden crown.
For you've been a friend to everyOld
place, just this side of hour in the kitchen of the home
m a
Cold ater a • running West to
c
re automatic pis
And toiled both night and day,
the Graves line and down the tol.
Mr. and Mrs. Houston formerly You've fed many a 'thousand.
Graves line to the Kirksey-Backusburg rpad and then East to the lived in this county near Cherry, And from few received your pay."
So the Angel and the- bleachnek
-eeene4--ace4
-12 4
4tirea
then South to the iron 'bridge ago to locate in Bartlettsville, Btarted-fraiiirds Glory's gate,
again. All lands within this area Oklahoma. Mr. Houston is now While passing close to Hades,
The Angel murmured, _ "WaitDemocratic
is included and no hunting will a
candidate
f or There's
a place I want to show
be permitted
, during the five sheriff of that county and has
you,
been prominent in business and
year period.
That's the hottest place in Jaen.
politics there for sometime.
Mrs. Houston leaves. her par- Where those who never paid 'You,
ents,.Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Wilkins. In torments IMMIX' datell."
of Bartlettsville, her husband, Bun And behold the Merchant saw
there,
I searched my store of gifts to find Houston, four children. Tosco,
Those treasupd there.
Jack. Jean. and Shirley. She also His old patrons by the score,
I prized this more:
leaves seven sisters and two So ..drawing up a chair and fan.
He wished for nothing more.
That in my heart, a love to bind brothers, Mrs. Ira Myers,
Mrs. He desired
to sit and watch them,
Her precious past to mine. I bore. Ruth Brown, Mrs. Carl Sommer
s, As they
sizzled, singed and burn•
Mrs. James ..yeatson, Mrs. Muriel
Most active of her days now past Hughey, Miss Faye Wilkins,
Miss
Were linked with school's pro- Mary Wilkins, Norvel Wilkins and His eyes would rest on debtors,
Which ever way they'd turn.
gressive plans.
Amos Wilkins.
Said the Angel, vCome on MerShe gave the good that will out
chant,
last
There are pearly gates to see,The whole of life that memory
But the Merchant
smiled and
spans,
murmured,
-Ruth R. Church
'THIS IS HEAVEN ENOUGH FOR
The child,
_ lust _a tender
President John W. Carr received
flower,'
-Anonymous
a telegram from L. C. Richey,
Our.God has kindly given,
director of employment " of the
To brighten kip our pathway
Tennessee Valley 'Authority, inhere,
forming him that he had selected
And .,turn our thoughts to heaven.
Calmer Carlisle and Alvin Woosley, _Murray .stlHipnt br s
'At- first-he's like ai Itttle bind
employment with the TVA
Dr. His arms like tendrils are,
Murray State College has gene
Carr ,had previously recommended
His fragrant kisses are so pure. soft-ball minded!
the - boys to Dr. Morgan, head of
His love has nothing ill to - mar.
Softbalia-thea-game- that has
the TVA.
driven Western Kentucky athletAnd then he grows from day to ically-inclined, has
finally reached
day.
Western Kentucky's _only standHis angel hov'ring near.
ard doss A college., Seventy men.
Beholding 'er his Father's face. will participate on
the six teams
0 To teaching he gives ear.
organized.
This total includes
faculty members.
0. we may take this little
Coach Roy Stewart, who is aidflowered by Athletic Director Carlisle
A life it has its ownCutchin, has selected Wayne MilAnd we may keep the outlook lard, J. D.
Rayburn, Virgil Stewsweet,
art, Ernest Bailey, Fred Clark._
So when 'Us -fully blown,
and Charles Jenkins to captain the
six teams which will form the inlift it's thirsting soul lb tramural league.
,
God
And gather strength from Him.
To The Christian Women in
A life of beauty spread abroad.
And Around Murray
Which serves its fellowmen.
AND
A Woman's Christian TemperSo love and cultivate this little
ance Union has been organized
flower,
in Murray and meets each first
With teaching best that's given.
Monday afternoon in the Ladles
So when it fades in sUrtNiet's
'Parlor of the Methodist church at
hour,
3 o'clock. The present -members
'Twill brighter bloom in heaven
are very anxious that every
-By Louisa Parker,
Cheetah woman in and around
1700 ROO/AS 1700 BATHS
for women's class party at
Murriry, join in this
&tirade
Irvine, KY._
- Trifeinper'-against the evil!.
ance.
It Faye to Read the CL•adfleds
•
Just 4 block'
s
Approkimately 400 Shelby coimfrom Grant Pork
You con
ty farmers are growinig relief gardiich is the
Drive Your
dens, using improved
practices,
cot right
North Enreports County Agent J. W. Hotland.
trance to
into Hotel

711.0„felcuaWat2.
th. Monday
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_4th. Monday Value-

4th.' Monday Value

WOMEN'S AND MISSES

WOMEN'S

MEN'S 7k

Rayoki Undies

Summer Dresses

"Big Yank"

Run-resist or new sparkle
Bloomers, step-ins, shortee-panties.

and

4th. Monday Value
MEWS NEW SUMMMt

Hundreds of brand-new paiterns.
All full length and washaUe

4th. Monday
WOMEN'S

AND

Value
MISR S

White Sport
Oxfords

4th. Monday Value

4th. Monday Value

White crepe and mesh. Have leather soles and Cuban heel: Sizes
3 to 9.

. 57.00 pre-shrunk._papperell suiting
materials in cords, stripes, neat
checks, plaids, pin strIpes and
knobtiot patterns.

4th. Monday

MEN'S 50c

Value

MEN'S BLACK AND WHITE
SPORTS

High gauge, elastic rib undershirts;
white only.--glub fast. fancy shorts
that have balloon seats.

-4t.h. Monday- I,alue

Aims

Union- Suits

Oxfords

$1.98
With rubber soles.

.- 39c
72x2.3 pincheek nainsook
Snubber back. Sizes 40-46

Sizes 6 to 11.

4th. Monday

ATHLETIC

Ilk. Monday

Value

cloth

Value

WOMEN'S 39c

LADIES'

79e BUMPER TOE

Broadcloth Slips

Blouses

Tennis Shoes

Tailored styles in pink or white.
IS to 44 sizes.

Beautiful sheer
dainty linens.

organdies

Boys' sizes up to 12.
Heavy
duck uppers with health inner
soles. Suntan and brown.

and

FOURTH MONDAY VALUE

Keep Cool, Dress Well and Say,, ,
Money on These

311-INCH WIDE

Summer Prints

Johnson county poultry raisers I
cooperating with' a local hatchery
BUSSES" LEAVE MURRAY TOreceived 12V2 cents S dozen above l
Paducah: 8 A. M., 11 A. M.; 5 P. M.
market price for eggs.
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M..
.1
7:30 P. M.
Dawson Sittings: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. IR.
Mayfield: 8 A. M., 11 A. M.; 1P.M.
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. DV
ALL Bvsass CROSS COLLEGE
.CAMPUS

PER YARD
Choice .of delicate tint shada.
deep colors in pretty patTern effects; -15e values. -

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

MEN'S OPTIMO

Straw Hats

Men's Summer

Ióc

Convenient Schedule

SUITS .

ASSORTED STYLES

S4.50 VALUES
Pre-Shrunk .. Sanforized ... Seerseekers ... Fine Linen .
Crashes
white,--gray, tan and black on white; handsomely tailored and
styled to the minute: 35 to 44 sizes: patch poctet; roll lapels;
single breasters, for men and young men.

Have narrow black'bands. Welted
top
bC•-t% to 75gam.

411-. Handay T due
New Arrivals in

Fleek-I:lotted
argandy

35C

-

MM.

Value

35c YARD WIDE

Solid Color
Pique

Summer DressesEyelet Batiste
Frocks
$2.88

PER YARD
Pink, blue. greed 'Ind other tints;
also plain wale.- Tub fast dyes.
The ideal summer dress material.

Pastels, plaids, atiipor, dots and floral -pattern dresses; new neck lines and sleeves.
Expertly tailored. All have deep hems.
-4-4-to 20

4th. MONDAY VALVE

Brassieres
25c •

Beaman's Garage

shot:Icier ••:

Bathing Suits

Snug-fitting ribbed
plain colors.

in fancy

4th,. Monday

or

Value

WOMEN'S at N-BAC'ea

Acetate Sport Silks

25C

49c Silk Uplift

-C!MDR FN,'sr%

and

PER YARD
Permanent finish organdy in
wide selection of patterns and
colors; 59c values.

4th. Monday

4th. Mondisy

FOURTH MONDAY VALUE

40-INCH WIDE

SAVE CAR TROUBLE!

Bathing Suits
$1
.98
Well known. make
styles

Slendet1/01Beautiful colors

•

11111111101 BROS.
DIPARI MIN I %.;

Known For Better Values

-

wasatowwner.4
.
z
- 4.

^

1
5.

^

.98

TRAVEL BY

C. RAY LINES

48C

19c

s250°

onnections to St. Leads. Chicago,
Calloway Circuit Court
De:Irene. and Everywhere:,
144111 & imm Atirn.
Mu ax 4
. _ _ _
_il
Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN
Plaintiff.
Vs. Judgment
Charles Brown and Dimple Brown.
Defendants.
By Vertale of a judgment lair
order of sale of the Calloway CirMurray, Ky.
Phone 456
cuit Court, rendered at the April.
term thereof. 1934, in the above
cause- for the purpose of payment
of $758.80 with interest tram the
14th day of June, 1934. and costs
herein expended. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the court house
door in Murray. Kentucky. to the
highest'bidderat public auction, on
Monday, the 25th day of June,
1934, at --1- o'clock or thereabout
(same iveing county court day).
upon a credit of six months, the
folloiving described property, being
and lying in Calloway County,
Kentucky, towit:
Nem/ft at the Southeast corner of (alley, Parley's loe, thence_
South 4Ighty4fIre (85) feet to Jim
Banks' linen thence West one hundred Seventy-four (174) feet to
Howland
Malian's dine; thence.
North eighty-five (85) feet to said
line to Otley Farley's line; thence
East olio hundred seventy-four
You may have your troubles with other things074) feet to the beginning. Said
but you will never have car trouble if you come to
deed is recorded in Deed Book
M. page Mt Calloway County
us!
Clerk's office and title was obLet US Care for YOUR Car
tained frOin Miry Sachanan on the
Ith,day of February, 1926
For the purchase prige the puithdeer. usust-eisearte Aland with
......arprovod maritime. bearing legal
PHONE
interest Lrom the day of sale unSouthwest Corner of
til paid. and having the force and
effect of a judgment.
.Square
Bidders
wilt be.eigeetasede.to _cc/spar promorray, Ky.
ptly with .these terms.-GeorgeS.
Hart. Master Commissioner.

SUMMER

984e

Full and roomy sizes; triple stichied inserted sleeves; fine flue chainbrays. 141e to 17 neck sizes.

H..

rounds

SANFORIZED

Dress Pants

Choice of 10 new styles; sleeveless
or -cap sleeves. Trimined-with organdy, bright buckles, belts and
pretty ruffles. 'Sizes from 14 to 46

Athletic Shirts or
--Broadcloth Shorts

HOTEL
SHERMAN
again is the chosen
%rid's Fair Hotel

the &ir

MEN'S

•

-rCin

Sherman

1*°
-6with
14
11-4er
111=
11
ERMAN
'..
ane-inBROTHERS.

4th. Monday Value'

Work Shirts

48c

EACII

LL ROADS LEAD

Flterffdel
ERFORMANCE
RECORDS

Value

17e

College Has
Softball Play
•

S

We have truly plemed to make this
a ab'bg befgain quo with "Maxveftsis Values." tat Rave gone over
aim 'spare 'desk =Wag redactions
lag oar_ Rosa 1111•64ag sales offer-

FOR FOURTH MONDAY

The Child Asa
Flower

eikeit Au&

PAGE T'HREE

JIr*ma ,ver
Nines artas.*Itsema
air z ars ave.
.30lioaiwe Art
The work 'of the conunittee in most diligence and energy in _contracts sent to Washing
ten
this preparation is arduous as well
its work and before tele. the
as complicated.
The contracts farmers should
be receiving, their
Ed Wilkerson, Jr., Taylor county
have to pan( through many hands.
- money.
Countae'---- Agent
Bon- 'Corp champital Wild raised 74
checked and rechecked before they.
durant has made the statement buehele, per acre, has sajd all that
are reedy to be passed on.
that this work should reach com- was suitable for seed at $1.25 per
The committee is using the ut- pletion by Saturday and.the final bushel.

.
2... oft
Niar40
ceived the money allotted to them
hi_ virtue of -their Signing the' tobacco reduction contracts. They
are unaware QI the fact that pre-.
Several of the farmers of the paring the contracts te send into
county are expressing (heir dis- Washington and get final approval
appointment at the failure to re-' is a laborious task

Pick of Poems

Tommie Kirkland

DABILITY
14-ONE
E1011 19$4

_KENTUCKY, THMSDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE in, 134.

DGER iCrilttuRRAY.

•

las been lied-hy and
yet through planting.
oveth his sin shall
.nd whoso confesseth
them shall have
v. 2613.
sed the "Just Job"

re- thrt EfREficfail
ilestine June 17, re*aging and plenty
ro- They had no en'ever, in returning
"Old Glory.'

.•••

••••••

11

•

4th. MONDAY. VALVE
New White

49'
Simulated leather that wears
well! Lined. too'

.GE FOUR -

THE LEDGER 3:TIME
S, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THTJ
RSDA I A frl, rRNOON JUN
t 21, 1984.
ooes cons& in ass N 1,,.1 out Ids
dray Mixture
Station found that the Ilb.st par-IThoma
crop. Several women and girls
s McElrath. H. M. McElrath, Count
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Hardin Youth, Suffering With Asthma
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Responds to Chiropractic After All
Medical Science Failed
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There's more power in
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93 Horse Power85 miles per hourid 15 miles per gallon!

MAYFIELD, Ky.

depeudabffity,_etformance
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gallon;

85-mile speed.

Yes, this is the car you want
at tbe price you
want to pay! Come and see the
newest Buick
at once. Drixt_ii.
Ride
it. 4P:
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beauty wad Its value. Then
you'll buy it.

108-10 NORTH SEVENTH STREET

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
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and
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ficent performance of Buick's Valve-in-Head
Straight Eight
engine, and the solid feel of
Buick in action.
They are getting 93 h.p.;
10.to-60-mile accelerstion in 21 seconds; 15
miles per

L. S. Anderson Motor Co., In
c.

R. C. Butterworth, Manager
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